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FOREWORD

The Second Long-term Pla n as adopted by Tenth Congress is the result of a collective effort of Me mbers and of
all the organs of WMO in which the Executive Counc il , every regional association , each technical commission and all
departments of the WMO Secretariat have taken a part.
When thi s Plan was presented to Tenth Congress for adoption , some delegations ex pressed the opinion - and
it was generall y agreed - that this was potentially the most important item on the agenda. De legations full y
recogni zed that , afte r the initial effort in connecti on with the First Long-term Plan, this was indeed the fi rst time that
WMO had a comprehensive and fully-n edged plan for a period of ten years. W ith this effort long-term plan ning in
WMO has reached a stage of maturity.
Part I of the Plan , as presented here, provides a n overview of the future needs and opportunities for the
developme nt of Meteorological and Hydrological Services and summari zes the overall strategy and major programme
objecti ve s fo r the period 1988- 1997. The materia l is intended for both the meteorological community and a broader
readership, inc luding governments.
The seven companion volumes of Part II of the Plan provide details of the scientific and technical Programmes
of the Organi zation (see inside bac k cover) for the same ten-year period. These volumes wi ll be used mai nly by those
directly involved in the WMO Programmes.
The purpose of intrmluc ing long-term planning in WMO was to create a mechanism to ensure an adequate
response to the manifold challenges of the future:
•

A ll over the world a wide range of requirements is emerg ing for specialized meteorological and
hydrological services closely related to social and economic development , in particul ar in co nnection with
increasing safety of life and property, to a w idening circle of specific user-gro ups in agriculture, industry,
transport , commerce or utilities and to the di versified needs of the public;

•

The meteorological and hydrological aspects of such global problems as growing demands for food , water
and ene rgy, increasing pressures on the enviro nme nt , issues related to cli mate variabil ity and change and
the meteorologic al implications of the long-ra nge transport of dangerous atmosphe ric poll utants (radioactive or chemical) will certainly have far-reaching consequences on the responsib il ities of national
Meteorological a nd Hydrological Services;

•

New scie ntific achievements will lead to a better understa nding of the global ci rculation of the atmosphere
and its interaction with the oceans, such as the studies of the El Nifio - Southern Oscillation , the new
strides in numerical weathe r prediction both on the global scale and for limited areas, and the new insights
into the che mical processes of the atmosphere;

•

Technological advances in automated observatio ns, remote sensing and rapid collection, processing and
distribution of data and products permit a breakthrough in "nowcasting" and very short-range fo recasting
of severe weather associated with mesoscale weather systems;

•

Other developme nts - besides the increasing skills in numerical weather prediction - pave the way fo r
further improvements in med ium-range weather prediction: for example, the improved techniques of
sate llite observat ions, offering a realistic approach to global data coverage, and the new gene ration of
supercompute rs, permitting the running of fairly co mplex global weather-prediction models;

•

Finally, on the internat ional scene, there are the new tendencies to develop co-operative arrangements for
jointly creating regio nal/spec ia lized centres and other fac ilities that wou ld otherwise be beyond the
poss ibilities of individual countrie s.
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To meet these challenges, the Plan lays down a positive set of measures that can be taken by the Organization
through the next decade. Its major strength is that it reflects a consensus and charts a course which Members are
prepared to follow together.
Tenth Congress adopted the Second Long-term Plan under the provtstons of Article 8 of the WMO
Convention. It approved the general policies for the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, recommended to
Members the ways in which they can contribute to the implementation of the plans and refen·ed to the relevant bodies
of the Organi zation those matters falling within their individual terms of reference.
Members of WMO at Tenth Congress indicated their readiness to pledge support to the Second Long-term
Plan, both individually and through the constituent bodies in which they acti vely part ici pate. This gives me confidence
that the Plan will be implemented , lead ing to more advanced Meteorological and Hydrological Services all over the
world with long-lasting benefits to all the nations involved.

- - -··- - -- - -----.
(G. O.P. 0 BASI)
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

On the eve of the twenty-first century, meteorology and operational hydrology have much to contribute to the
welfare of mankind . As the responsible United Nations special ized agency, the World Meteorological Organization
has taken stock of the part that , through the national Meteorological Services of its Members, it must play in meeti ng
the challenges of the next decade .
The conclusions are set down in this Plan , which was adopted by the Tenth World Meteorological Congress in
May 1987. In this volume (Part I of the Plan) the Members of WMO define the overall policy and strategy of the
Organization and outline the main long-term objectives of WMO programmes for the coming decade.

The growing needs for meteorological and hydrological services
Towards the turn of the millennium, the demands and pressures of a rapidly increasing world population upon
water supplies, food, energy and the environment , the implications of climate change, long-range transport of
atmospheric pollutants (chemical and radioactive) and ozone layer depletion will increasingly confro nt governments
around the world.
Many of these problems will have solutions which will be reached only with contributions fro m meteorology
and hydrology: fur example, additional food will have to be produced in areas where the climate is marginal and
information on probable climatic variability will be critical to effective agricultural planning; exploitation of the oceans
and the sea-bed will require highly reliab le monitoring and forecasting of sea-surface and sub-surface conditions;
sound scientifically-based measures to reduce air- and water-pollution will be essential to improve the quality of life
for the two bill ion or so people living in the rapidly expanding cities of the developing world.
Know ledge of the behaviour of the air, oceans and rivers, of the processes that determ ine weather and climate
and of ways in which th is knowledge can be applied to solve national problems will become increasingly essential to
both the developed and the developing world. The requ irements will include:
•

Info rmation about current weather, forecasts of weather for periods up to about two weeks and warnings
of hazardous weather;

•

Cli matological data and climate monitoring, study and prediction;

•

Hydrological services, including warnings of floods;

•

Advice on the application of meteorological and hydrological data, knowledge and fo recasting to various
areas of human activities such as:
Safety of life and alleviating the impact of natural disasters;
Agriculture and food production for an increasing population under variable and, in many cases,
unfavourable climatic cond itions;
Resource conservation, particularly of water and energy, and the management of natural resources;
Exploration and exploitation of mari ne resources (oi l, gas, mi nerals, fisheries);
Protection of the environ ment (atmosphere, inland waters, oceans, soil and biota);
Transportation (land, sea and air);
Building and man ufact uring;
Health , recreation and tourism.
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Meeting the needs
Meeting these needs will become possible within a framework of international co-operat ion through major
technological advances, especiall y regarding computers, satellites and telecomm unications, and scientific progress in
meteorology and hydrology.
A number of meteorological centres arou nd the world now routinely run , on supercomputers, mathematical
models of the entire global atmosphere to produce useful forecasts of the atmosphere up to at least five or six days
ahead. Because fewer observations are made in the tropics, and also because the dominant atmospheric processes are
different, the period of useful prediction in these regions is only about ha lf of th at possible in higher latitudes. If both
observational networks and understanding continue to improve, however, there is a good prospect th at the period of
usefu l predictions may double in all latitudes by 1997. These forecast products are freel y available, over international
telecommunication links, to all countries having the facilities to receive them. Based on these products, more detailed
national forecas ts may be produced. WMO will assist countries to reap the benefits whic h these improved forecasts can
provide.
On shorter time scales and fo r smaller areas, satellites, computers and radars will permit detailed meteorological and hydrological warnings as well as forecasts to become available for 6- 12 hours ahead.
There is now also a real prospect of achieving some skill in pred icting the behaviour of the atmosphere more
broadly for a period up to several months ahead. Further large-scale investigations to develop realistic models which
link together all components of the climate system (atmosphere, ocean, land , ice and biosphere) may lead to an
improved grasp of the longer-term problem of changes of climate and of the possible effects of man 's activities on
climate.
In many countries, however, observational networks , telecommunication and data-processing systems are
inadequate and skilled staff are insufficient to a llow the nationa l Meteorological and Hydrological Services to meet
needs they could be capable of satisfying. This is a challenge tu governments. A n investment in these Services wi ll be
repaid many times throughout the national economy.

The World Meteorological Organization
The organism within which the agreements are worked out and plans are prepared for the international
exchange of data , forecasts, warnings and advice and for the advancement of the science of meteorology is the World
Meteorological Organization, a specialized agency of the Un ited Nations with 160 Member States and Territories. The
scientific and technical work of the Organization is carried out through seven major Programmes involving acti vities
within six regional groupings of the Members in regional associations.

WMO objectives 1988-1997
To fulfil its basic purposes, the overall objectives of WMO for the next decade are:
•

To provide an e fficie nt , effective mechanism for international co-operation and co-ordi nation in
meteorology and operational hydrology;

•

To ensure that the nations of the world benefit to the max imum from the applicatio n of meteorological ,
hydrological and related data, knowledge and services to national economic, social and cultural goals;

•

To reduce substantiall y the technological gap between the national Meteorological and Hydro logical
Services of the developed and developing countries ;

•

To anticipate the needs of future generations for long-term historical records of meteorological,
hydrological and related information;

•

To contribute to the wise use a nd protecti on of the atmospheric e nvironment;
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•

To provide an informed and effective voice for meteoro logy and operational hydrology withi n the United
Nations system;

•

To contribute, through its involvement with global issues which transcend national boundaries and affect
a ll peoples, to the strengthening of international ties and friendship between nations .

General policies
In order to achieve these objectives it is the policy of WMO that:
•

Members and constituent bodies should stri ve to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of WMO as the
appro priate instrument for international co-operation in meteorology and operational hydrology;

•

WMO should play an active role in assi sti ng Members to achieve fu lly the benefits available from
international co-operation in meteorology and operational hydrology and from the operation of modern
well-eq ui pped national Meteorological a nd Hydrological Services;

•

WMO should continue to explore and develop all available mechanisms for encouragi ng and facil itating
the transfer of know ledge and proven methodology be tween Members;

•

In the development and implementation of WMO Programmes, the Organization should pay partic ular
atte ntion to the identi fication of probable future needs for long-period meteorol ogical and hydrological
records, on a world-wide or regional basis, both for purposes within its own areas of res ponsibility and to
meet the fu ture needs o f o ther agencies;

•

WMO should develop effective mechanisms for co-ordination of the provision of essential observational
facilities and systems over the regions of the globe outside national jurisd iction;

•

WMO should fos ter the approac h of a shared meteorological satell ite ne twork to broaden and increase the
o pportunities for Members to partic ipate directly in support of a global network of meteorological
satellites;

•

T he principle of free and unrestricted international exchange of meteorological data between national
Meteorolog ical Services should be maintained ;

•

Havi ng regard to both the similarities and differe nces between operational requirements and procedures in
meteorology and hydrology, WMO should seek to elaborate policies and principles for the exchange of
hyd rological data re lated to inte rnational river basins;

•

WMO should continue to place high priority on upgrading the effectiveness of its techn ical commissions
in the overa ll co-ord inated planning and management of the scientific and technical programmes of the
Organization;

•

The regional assoc iations sho uld play an increasingly active ro le in the planni ng and implementation of
the scientific and technical program mes within their areas of responsibil ity.

Programmes
The acti vities of WMO in support of its objectives are organ ized within seven major scientific and technical
Programmes. The detai led plans for each of these Programmes are set down in seven accompanyi ng volumes as
follows:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Vo lume
Volume
Volume
Vo lume

I - The
2 - The
3 - The
4 - The
5 - The
6 - The
7 - The

World
World
WMO
WMO
WMO
WMO
WMO

Weather Watch Programme 1988- 1997;
Climate Programme 1988-1 997;
Research and Development Programme 1988- 1997;
Applications of Meteorology Programme 1988-1997;
Hydrology and Water Resources Programme 1988- 1997;
Education and Training Programme 1988- 1997;
Technical Co-operation Programme 1988- 1997.
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World Weather Watch Programme
The purpose of the World Weather Watch Programme (WWW) is the provision of required meteorological and
re lated geophysical information to all Members in support of their services to users in real-time and non-real-time
operations . The overall objecti ves of the WWW are:
•

To prepare analyses and short-, medium- and long-range forecas t products for the use of Members. The
products should be based on the best avai lable operational techniques and tai lo red to the differi ng
requirements in tropical regions and in extra-tropical areas;

•

To provide quali ty-controlled observational data sets with documented and consistent accuracy, with the
geographical distributi on and temporal and spatial resolutions required for the preparation of al l timeranges of meteorological forecasts and severe weather warnings;

•

To ensure high ly re liable WWW data and product collectio n, dissemination and exchange , satisfyi ng
Me mbers' needs fo r time ly and appropriate services throug h the use of techniques and interfaces suitable
to individual Members;

•

To ensure Members easy access to the req uired (agreed-upon) WWW data and products in suitable
formats and to perform continuous monitoring of the status of the availabi lity and quality of observat ional
data and products within the WWW;

•

To su pport other WMO prog rammes and re levant programmes of other international organizations, in
accordance with procedures agreed with in WMO through the provision of quality-contro llecl data and the
use of facilities for the collection, processi ng, management, disseminati on and exchange of data as
appropriate;

•

To support Me mbers in the imple me ntatio n and operati on of the ir WWW facilities and in making the
optimum use of WWW services, thro ugh development of appropriate forecast techniques and a coordinated exchange of knowledge, proven methodology and developed means between Members;

•

To co-ordi nate Members' activities and efforts for the implementation and operation of WWW facilities,
and to initiate proper actio n to remed y detected defic ie nc ies.

The WWW Program me embraces three major components:
•

The WWW
Global
Global
Global

essential e lements:
Data-processi ng System;
Observing Syste m;
Telecommun ication System ;

•

The WWW
WWW
WWW
WW\V

s upport functions:
Data Management;
Impleme ntation Support Activity;
Implementation Co-ordination ;

•

Re lated programmes:
Tropical Cyclone Programme;
Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme.

The Tropical Cyclone Programme (TCP) helps more than fifty countries to minimize the loss of life and
destructio n caused by tropical cyclones. T he grow ing pressures of population and development projects in areas
vulnerable to tropical cyclones will call for more accurate forecasts and warnings as well as adequate disasterprepared ness if large-scale calamities are to be avoided. T he purpose of the TCP is thus to improve systems specialized
for tropical cyclo ne forecas t and warning a nd disaster-preparedness.
The Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme provides technical standards, guidance, intercomparisons and quality-control proced ures for both instruments and observational methods and also fosters the
development of new a nd improved instrume nts and methods of observatio n.
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World Climate Programme

The purpose of the World Climate Program me (WCP) is both to aid countries in the application of climatic
knowledge to benefit the planning and management of man y aspects of human endeavour and to develop the capability
to warn governments of possible future variations and changes in climate (either natural or man-made) which may
significantly affect mankind . To accomplish its purpose, the WCP must embrace the study and monitoring of the entire
climate system , which is composed of the atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere and land surface. The WCP acts as an
integrating and catalytic agent to co-ordinate current activities and to stimulate new ones in order to achieve the
following overall objecti ves:
•

To apply existing climate information to the benefit of mankind;

•

To improve the understanding of climate processes so as to accelerate:
The determination of the predictability of climate;
The development of long-range weather fo recasting;
The determination of the extent of man's influence on climate;

•

To monitor significant climate variations or changes, either natural or man-made, and to develop the
capability to warn governments of impacts which could markedly affect economic or social activities of
mankind.

The WCP is composed of four components:
•

World Climate Data Programme (WCDP);

•

World Climate Applications Programme (WCAP);

•

World Climate Impact Studies Programme (WCIP);

•

World Climate Research Programme (WCRP).

The United Nations Envi ronment Programme (UNEP) is responsible for th~ WCIP; the WCRP is being jointly
implemented by the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and WMO. WMO is responsible for the overall
co-ordination of the WCP as well as for the WCDP and WCAP.
Research and Development Programme

The purpose of the Research and Development Programme (RDP) is to contribute to the advancement of
atmospheric science and to ass ist Members to provide better meteorological services by fostering research in
meteorology and related fields. The Programme covers research in the areas of weather prediction, tropical
meteorology, environmental pollution monitoring and assessment , and cloud physics and weather modification. Its
overall objectives are:
•

To improve weather-forecasting capabilities on all time scales: short (0 to 72 hours), medium (more than
72 hours and up to ten days) and long (beyond ten days);

•

To improve the forecasting of tropical weather phenomena;

•

To provide the basis for environmental pollution and air quality monitoring, assessment and control to
meet Members' national and international responsibilities;

•

To monitor the state of the art of weather modification and encourage research and development in cloud
physics, weather modification and related fields;

•

To foster and support the advancement of international aspects of atmospheric sciences;

•

To produce and maintain authoritative definitions and standards of meteorological terms and quantities;

•

To ensure the dissemination of knowledge of relevant advances in meteorology.

Applications of Meteorology Programme

The ultimate purpose of most of the activities of national Meteorological Services, including their participation
in international data collection and exchange programmes such as the World Weather Watch, is to apply meteorologi-
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cal data and knowledge to the pursuit of national social, economic and cultural goals. Three vital areas where
meteorology can make major contributions to national goals are agriculture, aviation and marine activi ties, which are
embraced by the Applications of Meteorology Programme (AMP). The overall objecti ves of the AMP are:
•

To contribute to the safety, economy and efficiency of major weather- and c limate-sensitive activi ties at
the national and international leve ls through the application of meteo rological data and knowledge and the
provision o f meteorological services;

•

To contribute to the increase of productivity in agriculture by furthering national, reg ional and global
developments and projects;

•

To achi eve world-wide standardizatio n of meteorological services and related oceanographic services to
meet the requirements of aeronaut ical and mari ne users;

•

To transfer knowledge and technology necessary for the prov ision of meteorological services to
agricultural , aeronautical and marine activ ities;

•

To contribute to the improvement of the ava ilability of surface, s ub-surface and upper-a ir data in support
of applications of meteoro logy.

The
•
•
•

AMP is composed of three components:
Agricultural Meteorology Programme;
Aeronautical Meteorology Program me;
Marine Meteorology and Associated Oceanographic Activities Programme.

Hydrology and Water Resources Programme
The purpose of the Hydrology and Water Resources Programme of WMO is to assist Members in providing
hydrological data as a basis for planning water-resource development, project planning and management. lt also
includes mitigating the effects of flood ing by flood forecasting; forecasting flows for the efficient operation of water
resource systems for hydro-power generation, irrigation, water supply or transport; and supporting the conservation of
water quality in the face of a grow ing pollution load, soil erosion, and sediment transport.
The overall objective of the Hydrology and Water Resources Programme is the refore to ensure the assessment
and forecasting of the quantity and quality of water resources, both for different sectoral uses and for hazard
mitigation.
Hydrological ele ments are also embedded in several other WMO programmes. Particu lar examples are the
hydrological components of the Tropical Cyclone Programme and the World Climate Programme. These are closely
co-ordinated with the appropriate components of the Hydrology and Water Resources Programme.

Education and Training Programme
The key to the fu ture development and mainte nance of adequate Meteorological and Hyd rological Services is
to ensure that the necessary body of trained sc ientific and technical personnel is available in a ll countries. Thus the
Education and Training Programme is vital to the success of all WMO programmes, as well as to the partici pat ion of
many Members in these programmes, and for the Me mbers to benefit from the programmes nationally. T herefore, the
education and training acti vities of the WMO form an integral part of a ll of the Organization's programmes. The
overall objectives of the Programme are:
•

To overcome the shortages of trained staff which restrain countries from fully meeting their responsibilities for providing meteorological and hydrological information and services;

•

To tra nsfer, taking into account local conditions , knowledge and proven methodologies to enable
countries to implement, and benefit from, the WMO programmes;

•

To increase the awareness of natio nal authorities, institutions and bodies of the potential benefits of
meteorology and hydrology through activities directed to users of meteorological and hydrological
information and services.
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Technical Co-operation. Programme

The purpose of the Technical Co-operation Programme of WMO is to advise and assist in the strengthening of
the national Meteorological and Hydro logical Services of developing countries, through the transfer of know ledge and
proven methodology, in order to improve the effectiveness of these Services in support of economic and social
progress. The overall objectives of the Programme are:
•

To assist Members in the development of a wide range of services (weather prediction, climatology and
hydro logy) in support of social and economic acti vities of vital importance, such as disaster-preparedness
(e.g. tropical cyclones and floods), food and fibre production, drought monitoring and combat agai nst
desertification , and the management of water and energy resources;

•

To contribute to, and assist Members in, the further development of the WWW through national, regional
or sub-regional projects;

•

To assist in strengthening the scientific and technical staff of the national Meteorological and Hydrological Services in developing countries through monitoring training requirements, supporting national and
reg ional training centres, providing advice and organizi ng training events, as well as through the
provision of short- and long-term fellowships.

Priorities
Within the framework of its current Programmes WMO will continue to give hi gh priority to:
•

Accelerating implementation of the World Weather Watch Programme;

•

Applications of meteorological and hydrological services to areas such as food, water, energy, transportat ion. commerce and industry;

•

Educatio n and training of meteorological and hydrological staff;

•

Development of co-operative arrangements to improve observations and data collection in data-sparse
areas, as well as the data processing and exchange withi n and between Regions.

WMO wi ll also give hi gh priority over the next decade to a number of activities of increasing importance, in
particular:
•

Establishing more firmly the potential benefits of meteorological and hydrological services;

•

Monitoring and prediction of the status of the atmospheric environment , including factors affecting
climate change and the chemical composition of air and precipitatio n as well as the development of
meteorological and hydrological services in support of environmental monitoring and management;

•

Upgrading of marine meteorological and related oceanographic activities and services;

•

Improving weather-related disaster warning systems;

•

Assisting in programmes for collaborative development of new technology;

•

Implementation and operation of major international faci lities through co-operative arrangements between
nations;

•

Pooling of resources to ensure the continuity of the network of meteorological satelli tes;

•

Development of new mechanisms for the transfer of knowledge and proven methodology between
Members:

•

Increasing the public understanding and awareness of weather and climate .

These priority areas reflect the general needs and aspirations of Members and set the framework for the global
planning of WMO Programmes. Virtually all Members see the World Weather Watch continuing as the highestpriori ty Programme of WMO but the priority rankings of other Programmes di ffer from Region to Region (see
Chapter 2) as they depend on variations in climatic regime, economic development and other factors.
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Resources
The resources avai lable for WMO programmes over the coming decade wi ll generally fall into four categories:
•

Members' own resources to implement the ir national programmes re lated to the internationally agreed
WMO Programmes;

•

Resources contributed by Members for the impleme ntation of co-operati ve programmes and facilit ies;

•

Resources provided for techn ical co-operation purposes;

•

The WMO regular budget.

The current fi nanc ial restraint being experienced in most countries must be expected to continue. This wi ll
place increasing pressure o n Members to pursue co-operati ve arrangements involving pooling of resources to
implement and operate essential international fac ilities. The WMO regular budget for the tenth financ ial period (the
first four years of the period covered by thi s plan) , as approved by Tenth Congress, fa lls somewhat below zero real
growth . However, a major effort will be directed to augmenting the resources available for technical co-operation
purposes. While thi s will take some time to bear fruit , these extra-budgetary contributions are expected to become
increasi ng ly important.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.
This is the Second WMO Long-term Plan. It sets down the objecti ves and plans o f the World Meteorological
Organi zation for the decade 1988- 1997 . Its purpose is to contribute to the efficient planning and implementat ion of the
programmes of WMO in support of th e needs of Members and to the effective application of the resources of
international meteorology and operational hydrology in a id of human activities throughout the world .

The growing needs for meteorological and hydrological services
2.
Towards the end of thi s mille nnium the world wi ll face the major problem o f producing food e no ugh for some
6000 milli on people with the prospect that population growth wi ll probabl y double this number before it stabili zes
sometime during the next century. By the year 2000 about half of the world's population w ill be urban and , particularly
in developing countries , rapid urbanization will present some of the most press ing econom ic and social problems of the
next decade. The bios phere , including the atmosphere, the inland waters, oceans, the soil and the natural biota will be
under increased pressure. While there is the potential for greatly increased output from the grain belts, an increasing
part of the additiona l food requ ired w ill have to be produced in highly vulnerable margina l areas, such as semi-deserts,
tundras, etc. Tht: limits of non-renewable resources will be fe lt and the last frontier - that of the oceans- will be
increasingly exploited fo r food , oil, gas a nd minerals. Governments will be obliged to reshape their national policies to
ensure the most rati o nal use of a whole range of renewable and non-renewable resources.
3.
Changes in the chemical composition of the Earth 's atmos phere will prove to be o ne of the serious soc ial and
economic issues of the peri od. The implications wi ll range from cli mate change (with impacts on the avai labi lity of
food and water), throug h weakening of the stratos pheric ozone shie ld (whic h protects all forms of life from ultra-violet
radiation), to long-range transport of pollutants, including ac id rains, and response to major accidental discharges
(c he mical and radioac ti ve) into the atmosphere .

4.
Meteorology and operational hydrology will have much to contribute to the solution of these g lobal proble ms
over the next decade throug h the ir input to the scie ntific assessme nt of issues and development of realistic strategies for
nat io nal and global action. Mo nito ring of the state o f the atmosphe re, ocean and rivers, understanding of the processes
that determine weather and climate and provisio n of a wide range of meteorological and hydro logica l services will be
increasingly recog nized by governments as essential ingredients to the achievement of the fu ll spectrum of national and
community goals th roug h the 1990s.

5.

In the light of increasing evidence in many countries , meteoro logical and hydrological services should
be recognized as sources of direct economic be ne fit: ta ngible, measurable and indispensable . The next decade wi ll
see an increasing requ irement for these services directed both to the meeting of bas ic human needs suc h as safety of life
a nd to the real ization of direct economic benefits to nations . Fully and properly used , the benefits of services s uch
as:
•

Current weathe r information , weather forecasts on time scales up to two weeks or more, and warnings of
hazardo us weather phe no mena;

•

Climatological data and climate monitoring, study and predi ction;

•

Adv ice on the application of meteorological data and knowledge to a wide range o f human activities;

•

Hydrological services, incl uding flood warnings;
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will surpass many times the cost of providing them. The greatest needs will become evident in areas such as:
•

Safety of life and alleviati ng the impact of natural disasters;

•

Agricu lture and food production for an increasing populatio n under variable and, in many cases,
unfavourable climatic conditions;

e

Resource conservatio n , particularly of wate r and energy , and the management of natural resources;

•

Exploration and exploitation of marine resources (oil , gas, minerals, fisheries);

•

Protection of the environment (atmosphere, in land waters, oceans, soil and biota);

•

Transportation (land , sea and air);

•

Building and manufacturing;

•

Health , recreatio n and tourism .

Safety of life
6.
Among the major benefits of meteorological and hydrological services, perhaps the most important is the ir
contri bution to security and safety of life. Such benefits derive in partic ular from warnings of severe weather issued for
the general public and from specialized meteorological services to aviation , marine acti vities and transport on land and
inland waters. Equally, the mo nitoring and warning of droughts are vital to timely governmenta l action to reduce the
suffe ring and loss of life thro ugh malnutrition and starvation.
Possibly the most significant impact on safety of life is in the area of tropical cyclone warni ng (Fig ure I). In an
7.
average year about 80 tropical cyclo nes fo rm over the warm ocean waters in certai n parts of the tropics , affecting some
50 countries. About 20 000 people lose their lives each year and the damage caused may reach US $6000 - $7000
mill ion. A significant amo unt of this damage and loss of life is avoidable , g iven adequate forewarn ing of the
characteristics and path of each cyclone. As population density and investme nt in cyclone-prone coastal areas expand ,
the detection, tracking and predic tion of tropical cyclones and forecasting of associated fl oods will become
inc reas ingly important for many countries.
There are a lso many other types of hazardous phenomena, s uc h as severe local storms (including lightning,
8.
hail, tornadoes and flash floods), heavy snowfall , flooding , bush and forest fires and weather-related tidal surges,
which cause extensive damage and loss of life every year. Meteoro logical and hydro logical services already do much
to reduce both loss of life and damage due to these hazards. Disaster warni ngs and " nowcasting" of hazardous events
will continue to increase in importance around the world.

Agriculture
9.
Agriculture is particularly sensitive to weather and c limate. The production, collection , trans port , storage ,
process ing and distribution of agricultural produce are all greatl y influe nced by me teorological factors. In many
countries weather-re lated losses may reach or even surpass 30 per cent of the annual agricultura l producti on. Even the
prediction of such losses is of considerable importance but it is estimated that at least te n per cent of the total losses in
agric ulture could be avoided by proper use o f weather forecas ts and climatological information. The bene fit fro m these
applications will far surpass the ir cost. Crop and livestock losses on account of drought (Figure 2), excessive rain , hail ,
frost, snow and floods can be s ubstantiall y reduced by taking ad vantage of agrometeorological and hydrological
services when making operatio nal dec isio ns - e.g. by improved scheduling of irrigation, pesticide applications,
choice of best time to harvest , protection of livestock and so on.
10.
T he inc idence of most pests and diseases affecting crops and animals is critically dependent on weather over
periods ranging from hours to months, and their effective control throug h application of chemical sprays requi res the
input of precise histo rical weather information and the best possible short-period forecasts. In economic terms the
stakes are high and , for the world as a whole, the value of such meteorological informatio n has been estimated to
exceed US $ 1 billio n each year.

•
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Figure I -GOES geostationary satellite image of Hurricane "'Alien" over the Gulf of Mexico in
August 1980 (Photo : NOAA) and some resulting damage on the north coast of
Jamaica (Photos : WMO/Vickers)
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Figure 2 -

Drought and desertification: nomads in the desert (Photo: UNEP)
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11.
A major problem in some countries is the devastation caused by desert locust swarms. Locusts begin to breed a
few days after the onset of rain in otherwise dry environments. If rainfall in breeding areas can be predicted or quickly
detected (e.g. by meteorological satellites), action can be taken to prevent swarms from developing and thus to avert
significant crop losses.
12.
In many areas agricultural production depends greatl y on the rains accompanying the summer monsoons. The
prediction of major shifts in weather patterns which might influence the beginning and end of the rainy seasons in
tropical areas, and in particular of the monsoons, will be of the utmost importance, as also will be the early warning of
droughts.
Water resources

13.
Meeting the water demands of an increasing population and of agriculture is at present one of the most vital
problems in many parts of the world. Projections indicate a significant decrease of per capita water availability by the
end of this century (Figure 3). There is thus a clear need for accelerated development and improved administration of
water resources throughout the world. This will involve assessment of water resources, forecasting their future trends,
response to threats of floods and droughts and the management of both quality and quantity of these resources.
14.
Very large sums of money are invested in water projects and it is therefore essential that they be designed and
operated to maximum efficiency . This can be achieved only if an adequate suppl y of data is collected, characterizing
the variability of water resources in time and in space, and if accurate hydrological forecasts are available.
Energy

15.
Hydro-power, wind and solar energy (Figure 4) are highly dependent on weather and climate. The siting of
nuclear power plants involves careful studies of the .climatological and hydrological conditions; their operation requires

Figure 4 -

An example of developments to utilize solar energy: the 1000 kW solar oven at Odeillo (France) with its array of reflector
mirrors and huge parabolic collector. It can produce temperatures in excess of 3soo•c (Photo: CNRS, France)
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Figure 5 - An oil rig and supply ship experiencing rough seas (Photo.: Shell (UK) Ltd.)

very complex safety measures, including continuous monitori ng of the weather in their vic inity and the issue of special
weather predictions. Special arrangeme nts will be requ ired for immediate response to nuclear accidents through the
exchange of meteorological data required for monitoring, analysis and forecast of trajectories and concentrations of
radioactive pollution. The economics of e nergy consumptio n will also be an area whe re meteorological services wi ll be
increasing ly needed. For example, urban electrical utilities can save at least 0. 3 per cent of the ope rating costs by usi ng
meteorolog ical forecasts in load scheduling. Urban natura l gas utilities may gain even more in distribution scheduli ng.

Marine resources
16.
Expanding offshore oil prospecting and production, and mining the sea-bed, will create new requirements for
specialized forecasts and warning services (Figure 5). The offshore gas and oil industries rely greatly on weather, tide
and wave forecasts, and ocean-current and ice data . Platform building and towing, tanker terminal ope rations and
routine support services to rigs are extremely weather-sensiti ve. In order to co-ord inate action to reduce the
e nvironme ntal impact of oil slicks from massive spills or oil-well blow-outs, emergency services will need
increasingly reliable forecasting of slick movement and other parameters.
17.
Nations will continue to rely considerably on food from the sea (Figure 6). Meteorological and oceanographic
services will play a key ro le in supporting the management and exploitation of expanded coastal and deep sea fisheries.

Environment
18.
T he atmosphere is at the same time itself affected by pollution as well as being the medium through which its
e ffects are transmitted to other media (water, vegetation , soil). The interaction of human activities with the atmosphere
leads to impacts of pote ntial concern to socie ty (Figure 7) . Some gas pollutants having long reside nce times in the
atmosphere , such as chl orofl uorocarbons and nitrogen oxides, may change its chemistry . This in turn may change the

15
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Figure 6 - Fishing boats off the Peruvian coast awaiting a run of anchoveta. Fishing is influenced by climate variations such as the El Nitio
phenomenon, which affects the industry off the west coast of South America (Photo: FAOIS. Larrain)
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global radiation balance of the Earth and affect the Earth 's ozone layer, which prevents biologically damaging
radiation from reaching the surface. Knowledge of the mechanisms of long-range transport of pollutants in the
atmosphere is essential fo r the s uccessfu l prediction of environmental impacts . This is particularly pertinent in the case
of acidic substances. Limited-area weather forecasts help industry to control the emission of pollutants during periods
of unfavourable weather co nditions and thus limit the high-level air pollution which wou ld otherwise occ ur in urban
areas.

Climate change
19.
A major problem faci ng the world is the prospect of climate warming caused by the release of "greenhouse
gases", such as carbon diox ide , due to the burning of foss il fuels, forest clearance and other activities (Figure 8). The
marked increase of carbon dioxide al ready observed in the atmosphere, together with other radiatively active gases, is
probably leading to a slow but pervasive change in the climate of the Earth that could take on major proportions in the
first half of the next century. One of the most serious consequences of significant climate warming wou ld be a rising
mean sea-level a nd inundation of many important coastal areas.
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Air transport

20.
Meteorology has long played a very important role in ensuring the safety, regu larity and effic iency of
com mercial aviation (Figure 9). This role will become even more significant during the coming decade and aviation
will remain one of the important consumers of weather informatio n. In the years 1988- 1997 the centralized support for
flight planning through the World Area Forecast System w ill continue to be a major thrust. Conservative estimates
recently made by some major airlines indicate an average fuel saving of one to three per cent achieved by using
weather information in flight planning. These percentages need to be seen in the context of the world-wide
consumption of fuel, the cost of which is of the order of US $ 10- 12 billion per annum on s ubsonic passenger routes
alone. An esti mated extra two to three per cent fuel saving should be possible if highe r-resolutio n weather prediction
models were used and it could be ensured that the initial data were c loser to real time. Faster collection of accurate
observations and forecasts (wind, temperature, clo ud cover, visibility, precipitation, convection , freezing level, icing
and turbulence) for flight planning and operations along routes, for the arrival and departure of ai rcraft and for their
divers ion to alternative airports will be essential. The meteorological requirements of general aviatio n (such as aviatio n
for agricultural and industrial purposes, survey ing, pollution control , search and rescue, medical services, firs t aid,
traffic control, and recreation) w ill continue to grow.
Shipping

21.

Ocean-going ships and fisheries are very important users of meteorological services. In general, safety at sea
requires weather forecasts and warnings. Special problems exist in hig h latitudes. Forecasts of opening and closing of
waterways and of ice conditio ns in harbours are required in many areas (Figure I0). Ship routeing services contribute
significantly to the economy and safety of shipping the world over. In addition to large savings on damage repairs, the
value of time and fuel saved on, for example, an Atlantic crossing averages o ut at over US $2000 per voyage. Savings
on longer voyages are proportionately greater.

Figure 10 - S.S. Manhatlan , oil tanker, beset by ice in the Arctic (Pho/0: T. Gaske/1)
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Transport on land and inland waters
22.
Transport by road , railway , and on inland waters is considerably affected by weather, particularly fog , rain ,
ice and snow. Because of the total numbe r of veh icles and the volume of cargo involved , the economic consequences
of these weather-re lated incidents are very significant. The need for specialized services for each of these branches of
transport will continue to grow.
23.
County authorities in Britain have recently demon strated savings in excess of US $1 mi llion in a single winter
season through using a speciali zed weather-forecasting service aimed at optimizi ng the spreading of salt and grit.

Building industry
24.
Architectural design is dependent on climate. Good building design can contribute significantly to energy
conservation . The assessment of time lost when building operations are impossible on account of adverse weather is an
important aspect of costing. Ensuring safety during construction requires forecasts and warnings of strong winds,
thunderstorms, temperature below critical values, heavy rain and snowfall. In temperate zones the saving through the
combined use of climate information and weather forecasts in the construction phase may be as much as one or two per
cent of the total expenditure: a very large sum bearing in mind the total value of the industry. The importance of
specialized services for the building industry will continue to increase as the industry becomes more competitive and
labour costs become more critical.

Manufacturing
25.
It is often assumed that the effects of climate and weather on industrial production are minimal. However , both
the location of certa in industries and the operation of the plants are substantiall y influenced by meteorological
conditions. The cost of maintaining the optimal indoor climate in a building depends on the c li matic conditions outside
the building. In theory, total independence of outside wnditions may be possible, but the costs are usually prohibitive.
It is often best to accept a certain exposure to weather and to take short-term measures based on weather forecasts
(possibly specially prepared for the purpose) to mitigate the effects. Climatic conditions can also influence the cost of
storage and transportation of raw materials and finished products. Storage often takes place in the open, protection
being provided only when adverse weather is expected. The importance of specialized services for manufacturing and
storage must be expected to increase in the years ahead.

The retail trade
26.
One of the most complex and weather-dependent commercial operations is the harvesting, transport, storage,
d istribution and se lling of fresh foods. Each stage is weather-dependent and losses are currently high : over 20 per cent
of the total value. There is a clear challenge to the meteorologist to provide a specialized service which will reduce
these losses . This requires close co-operation wi th the food industry and considerable effort in devising and developing
a service which will enable appropriate deci sions to be made throughout the chain of events from the fie ld to the
consumer.

Health, recreation and tourism
27.
The health policies of many countries have given increasing e mphasis to health promotion and disease
prevention. Since certain weather conditions have an influence on the human body , lowering its resistance to viral and
bacterial infections, human biometeorology and related services are gaining new importance. Assessment and
management of water quality are also increasing in importance in the context of public health programmes . Several of
the atmospheric environment problems, such as depletion of the ozone layer, involve serious threats to health.
28.
Tourism represents a major source of income for many countries. Many leisure activities are directly affected
by weather and weather forecasts . The importance of weather services for le isure activities (skiing, boating, gliding,
etc.) is increasing rapidly .
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Meeting the needs
29.
It will become possible to meet these increasing needs for meteorological and hydrological data, knowledge
and services through major advances in science and technology. The mate rialization of the possibilitie s wi ll depend
substantially on the participation of Members in WMO's programmes.

The contribution of science
30.
The past decade has seen a major increase in research in the atmospheric sciences, primarily through the
Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GA RP) conducted under the auspices of WMO and the International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). GARP included the Global Weather Experiment (probably the largest
internationa l experiment ever unde rtaken), several major field experiments oriented primarily to the tropics (GATE,
MON EX, WAMEX) , and others. Its results have already led to improvements in weather forecas ting and have
provided some clear indications of future developments. Some of the substantial progress achieved through GARP has
stemmed from fundamental research and from developments in technology, particularly in computers, satell ites,
remote sensing and telecommunications.
3 1.
As a result of these developments, a number of operational centres around the world are now employing global
numerical prediction models for routi ne fo recasting. With these global mode ls useful weather predictions of up to at
least five or six days ahead are already possi ble, compared with only two or three days a decade ago. Each
improvement in the data base, in the numerical techniques or in the mode l itself has led to a me asurable improvement
in forecast skill. The limit of predictability is clearly not yet reached; investigations carried out through GARP have led
to estimates that practically useful predictions will ultimately be possible up to two or three weeks ahead . As the
development of supercomputers conti nues (Figure 11 ) the level of detail of the global prediction models wi ll be further
improved.
32.
Unfortunate ly, the time ra nge of useful prediction in the tropics is only about half as lung as that in the extratropics because of insufficient data coverage and differences in the dominant atmospheric processe s. The analyses
from the Global Weather Experiment give the best picture of the tropical c ircul ation so far obtained . Operational
analyses of the tropics routinely produced at some forecast centres now give a reasonable representation of the tropical
atmosphere and are disseminated widely for use in forecasting. Tests with very-h igh-resolution (50-80 km) numerical
prediction model s indicate th at, in comparison with the situation only a few years ago , a marked increase in skill for
forecasting tropical circulation fea tures such as tropical cyclones can be achieved. But much remains to be done to turn
this scientific progress into improved operational prediction of cyclones and to ameliorate the practical prediction skill
for other important tropical phenomena such as monsoonal c irculations.
33.
The advent of more powerfu l computers is also opening up opportunities for the development of mesoscale
forecasting models. Data from satellites and radar ne tworks suitable for use in such models are also becoming
available. Although much development work remains to be done , during the next decade mesoscale models wi ll
become an important tool for detailed meteorological and hydrological forecasts for limited areas six to twelve hours
ahead.
34.
Recent work indicates the real prospect of some skill in predicting the behaviour of the atmosphere up to
several months ahead . Connections between the atmosphere's ci rculation and the temperature of the sea surface (e.g.
the El Niiio phenomenon) are clearly important , and are leading to the development of better methods for incorporating
the properties of the ocean surface in global atmospheric mode ls. Connections with the land surface are also receiving
more detailed investigation. These studies wi ll continue during the next decade, as well as study of the longer-term
proble m of climate change and the possible effects of man's activities on c limate. The latter will require the
development of models which link together a ll components of the climate system (atmosphere, ocean, land , ice,
biosphere) and will require a wide range of high-qua lity observations acquired over many years.
35.
Technological developments are more than keeping pace with scie ntific progress in meteorology and
hydrology, and the rate of advancement is expected to continue, if not accelerate, during the coming decade. The th ree
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Typical fields of application
of supercomputers
-fluid dynami cs
-weather fo'recosting
-nuclear physics
-seismology
-stru ctural onolys1s
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Increase in the speed of supercomputers with a prediction for the next decade

basic eleme nts o f meteorologica l and operational hydrological work processing - will be greatly affected, for example:

observation, communication and data

e

New observing techniques and new observational platforms (drifting buoys, rad io-navigation-based
upper-air sounding equi pment , automatic weather stations, etc.) and improved utilization of the observati onal capabilities of geostatio nary and polar-orbiting satellites (Figurel2) will be instrumental m
establishing and ens uri ng the operational continuity of a really global observing system;

•

Modern developments in te lecommunications techniques and protocols and enhanced capabilities of
sate llites for data collectio n (incl uding data-relay functions s uc h as that shown in Figu re I 3), transmission
and di stribution (i ncluding the timely dissemination of warnings of hazardous local weather phenomena)
wi ll a llow a major improvement in the operation of national Services and an increase in the usefulness of
meteorological and hydrological forecasts and warn ings;

•

Continued development of compute rs and microprocessors wi ll result in rad ical c hanges in the organization
of the supply of meteorological and hydrological information and services. The progress will be particularly
important in two vital directions: in improving the quality and increasing the lead time of numerical weather
prediction, and in produc ing a wide range of specialized service products (both real-time and non-real-time)
for various users. Major advances will also be made in the use of technology for manipulation and
presentation of data to assist the operational forecaster in data interpretation and forecast formulation.
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Figure 13 -

Syste m of polar-orbiting and geostationary meteorological satellites

Aircraft-to-satell itc data re lay (ASDAR) system for acquiring frequent aircraft observations, especially over the oceans
(After a diagram prepared by the UK Meteorological Office)
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Figure 14 -

Ocean surface winds derived from microwave scatterometer data acquired on 11 September 1978 by the SEASAT experimental satellite, superimposed on the corresponding
satellite cloud image showing an intense storm. The map shows the track of the storm and the ship Queen Elizabeth 11, which sustained damage from the waves generated by
the storm (After NASA/JPL and NOAA/NESDIS)
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Figure 15 - The operation of a national Meteorological Service: observations and data collection (top), data processing and preparation of
forecasts, warnings and climatological advisories (centre), dissemination of forecasts and other specialized information to
users (bottom)
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36.
Computer tec hnology and the communications capabilities of satellites will undergo further development.
Substantial progress will also be made in sate ll ite observation capabilities. Microwave scatterometers are already used
for deriving ocean surface winds (Figure 14) and before the end of the decade wind profilers may be tested
operationally . Temperature and humidity profilers will be improved during the planning period by the use of advanced
microwave techniques. Microwave observations of the sea surface (wind, sea state, temperature, large-scale
circulation) may be routine ly available by the end of the decade.

The challenge to governments
37.
Virtua lly every country in the world now operates a national Meteorological and Hydrological Service with
responsibility for establishment and operation of the basic observation al networks and data collection and processi ng
systems needed in order to provide me teorological services at the national level (Figure 15). In many cou ntries,
however, the networks and facilities fall short of what is needed to provide even the most essential services on a
rel iable basis and far short of what is needed to meet the critical requirements of the decade ahead. Shortages of trained
staff, al ready an acute problem in many cou ntries, also present formidable challenges to governments who have to
ensure that the ir nationa l Meteorological and Hydrological Services are geared to meet the demands that will be placed
on them through the 1990s. In particular, governments need to ensure:
(a)

That meteorological and hydrological advice is available to all weather- and climate-sensitive economic
and social activities so that potentially substantial economic benefits can be realized;

(b) That through their participation in WMO programmes they take fu ll advantage of international co-

operation.
To meet these challe nges, many national Meteorological and Hydrological Services, particularly in developing
38.
countries, will need to be upgraded. The financial and manpower resources presently at their disposal, as well as their
technical faci lities, are in many t:ases inadequate to enable them to take advantage of the many new opportun ities that
wi ll occur to serve the community during the 1990s. The additional resources required will , in some countries, be
substantial but , since benefit/cost ratios for Meteorological Services are normally in the range from 5: I to 20: I , the
additional investment involved can be expected to be recovered many times over in long-term nat ional economic
benefit. Also , in addition to the direct economic benefit, the expertise and data that wi ll become available through
well-equipped modern Services will help governments to deal effectively with the increasing range of serious
environmenta l issues which they will face over the next decade.

The role of international co-operation
39.
To prepare a single weather forecast for a given location, the meteorologist must first determine the current
weather situat ion over the surroundi ng area. For a forecast one day a head , it is sufficient to know the weather situation
within a few thousand kilometres around the point of interest , but as the length of the forecast period increases , so does
the area from which weather observations are required. For a forecast for more than a few days ahead (Figure 16) it is
necessary to obtai n current data fro m virtua lly the whole globe. In general , the greater part of the data used by any
meteorological forecaster in any country comes from abroad. Similarly any attempt to identify and understand the
processes of climatic variation and climate change requires that observations and analyses be co-ordinated on a global
basis. Hence international co-operation is essential. The World Meteorological Organization exists to provide the
necessary institutional framework for this co-operation.
40.
In many countries, national Hydrological Services have developed in combination with nationa l
Meteorological Services. While commonly co-ordinated at the nat ional level, Hydrological Services are frequently
based on a su bdivision of the country such as a state, province or river basin. Hydrological systems (e.g. river
basins, catchments of lakes, and aquifers) are more limited in area than the weather systems, but even these very
often reach beyond national borders. Inte rnational co-operation is therefore necessary in many activities related to
operational hydrology and management of water resources. WMO provides the international framework for this
co-operation.
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Figure 16- Areas from which observations are required in order to make forecasts for north-western Europe one day, two to four days and
five to seven days ahead (After a diagram from ECMWF)

The World Meteorological Organization
41.
The WMO is a specialized agency of the United Nations with 160 Member States and Territories. Its purposes
are set down in Article 2 of the Convention of the World Meteorological Organization (see inside front cover).
42.

As stated under Article 4 of the Convention, WMO consists of:
•

The World Meteorological Congress;

•

The Executive Council;

•

Regional associations;

•

Technical commissions;

•

The Secretariat.

The functio ns of these bodies are defined in the Convention (see inside the cover for a summary) . The current ( 1987)
organizational structure of WMO is shown in Figure 17.

WMO Programmes
43.
The scientific and technical work of WMO is organized within the framework of seven major Programmes,
most of which are composed of a number of individual programmes. These major Programmes, the human needs
wh ich they can serve, and the interconnections with the regional structure of the Organization are shown in Figure 18.
T he machinery through wh ich WMO plans, co-ordinates and implements these Programmes includes the e ight
tech nical commissions, expert panels or other bodies of the Executive Council and some specialized regional bodies.
T he detailed programme structure and the bodies responsible for the individual programmes are summarized in Table I.
44.
Although the lead responsibility for overall planning and co-ordination of the individual scientific and
technical programmes resides with the bodies listed in Table I, the six Regions of WMO, through their regional
associations, play a key role in:
•

Programme planning, by focusing attention on the particular problems and capabilities of the individual
Region s;

CONGRESS

REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Regional Association for Africa (I)
Regional Association for Asia (11)
Regional Association for South America (Ill)
Regional Association for North and
Central America (IV)
Regional Association for the
South-West Pacific (V)
Regional Association for Europe (VI)

The supreme body on which all Members are
represented ; meets once every four years

EXECUTIVE COU:-ICIL
Consists of 36 members, including the President, three vice-presidents and the six presidents
of regional associations, who are ex officio
members; meets annually

TECHNICAL COMMISSIONS
Commission for Basic Systems (CBS)
Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO)
Commission for Hydrology (CHy)
Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS)
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM)
Commission for Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM)
Commission for Marine Meteorology (CMM)
Commission for Climatology (CC!)

I

Working groups and rapporteurs
of regional associations
Regional hydrological advisers

JOINT SCIENTIFIC
COMMITTEE FOR WCRP
Composed of not more than 12
scientists selected by mutual
agreement between WMO and
ICSU; meets annually

I

I
Advisory working groups, working groups and rapporteurs of technical commissions
I
I
I
I
Working groups, committees and panels of
I
experts of the Executive Council
I
I
I
I
L _____ Other bodies which are affiliated
with WMO
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Figure 18 -

WMO Programmes in support of human needs
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•

Promoting and co-ord.inating the imple mentation of the internationall y agreed programmes in the Regions
concerned.

WMO plans are thus presented in terms of the programmes listed in Table I with particular regional issues high lighted
under each programme. It should be recognized that there is extensive interaction among the programmes as well as
involvement of the regional associations in their formulation and execution.

The WMO planning system
45 .
WMO Programmes are planned and managed within the framework of an integrated planning system that
operates on three different overlapping time scales (Figure 19).
•

Long-term plans (for ten years, revised every four years) which involve identi fica tion of the main
objectives which the Organization seeks to achieve and definition of overall policies, strategies and
priorities for achieving them;

•

Medium-term plans (four years, the beginning being coincident with that of each revised long-term plan) ,
corresponding to the financ ia l period of the Organization, which provide the detailed budget fo r the fi rst
four years of the ten-year plan;

•

Short-term plans wh ich are in very specific terms and closely co-ordinated , beginning from 1988, with the
biennial budget.

.r

bien"'iol programme _
and b udQel

!

r

annual programme
and budQel
EC-

I

t

biennial praQramme _
and budQel

1

EC - XLV~

1
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11

EC-XXXVII

•••
1. 1. 1984

Figure I9 -
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The WMO planni ng system: long-term (ten years), medium-term (four years) and short-term (two years) plans
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Programme structure of WMO, 1988-1997*
Programmt'

Programmt'

munbu

l.

R~spmrsiblt'

lx){(y**

WORLD WEATHER WATCH PROGRAMME
!. I

Global Data-processing System

1.2 Global Observing System
1.3

Global Telecommunication System

1.4 WWW Data Management
1.5 WWW Implementation Support Activity
1.6 WWW Implementation Co-ordination
1.7

Tropical Cyclone Programme

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
Regional bodies

1.8 Instruments and Methods of Observation
Programme

2.

WORLD CLIMATE PROGRAMME

2.1 World Climate Data Programme
2.2 World Climate Applications Programme
2.3 World Climate Impact Studies Programme
2.4 World Climate Research Programme
3.

CIMO

ACCAD , CCI, CAgM
CHy, CBS, CMM
UNEPSAC
JSC, CAS

RESEARCH AN D DEVELOPM ENT PROGRAMME

3. 1 Programme on Short- and Medium-range Weather
Prediction Research

3.2 Programme on Long-range Forecasting Research
3.3 Tropical Meteorology Research Programme
3.4 Environmental Pollution Monitoring and Research
3.5

4.

Programme
Cloud Physics and Weather Modificatiuu Research
Programme

APPLI CATIONS OF METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME

4.1 Agricullural Meteorology Programme
4.2 Aeronautical Meteorology Programme
4.3 Mari ne Meteorology and Associated Oceanographic
Activities Programme

5.

CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS & EC Panel
on EPAC
CAS & EC Panel
onCPWM

CAgM
CA eM
CMM
WCIIGOSS

HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES
PROGRAMME

5.1 Operational Hydrology Programme
5.2 Applications and services to water resources
5.3 Co-operation with water-related programmes of
other international organizations

6.

CHy
CHy
CHy

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMME ***

6. 1 Manpower development
6.2 Training activities
6.3 Education and training fellowships
6.4 Support to training events under other programmes

7.

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION PROGRAMME***

EC Panel on ETR
EC Panel on ETR
EC Panels,
ETR & YCP
EC panels and
technical
commissions
EC Panel on YCP
(YCP matters only)

• (a) Rcgion>tl activities arc highlighted within each major Programme.
(b) Activities rclmcd to gcostationary and polar-orbiting ~atcllitcs and use or their capabilities for obscrvmion!, ouK.I for data

-*

•n

collection. transmission and distribUiion overlap many of the scientific and technical programmes of the Organization.
These activities arc co-ordinated through an EC Panel of Ex pens on s~ucllitcs.
For explanation of abbrcvi<ttions sec opposite page.
Carried out in collaboration with technical departments oft he WMO Secretariat (and \VMO con,tituent bodies) as appropriate.
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46.
T he formal introduction of long-term planning into WMO was effected through Resolutio n 34 of the Ninth
World Meteorological Congress ( 1983) which adopted the First WMO Long-term Plan for the period 1984 to 1993 and
requested the Executi ve Counci l to establish appropriate machinery for the preparation of future long-term plans. The
purpose of the WMO long-term planning system is to contribute to the smooth and e ffec tive operatio n of the scientific
and techni cal programme and activities of the Organ ization by providing an effective mechani sm through which
Members may work together to identify their common objectives a nd develop co-ordinated plans for achieving them;
and in particul ar by ens uring:
•

That WMO Programmes are sensiti ve and responsive to the needs and aspirations of Members and foster a
strong sense of commitment to the action necessary to implement agreed plans;

•

That advance consideratio n is g iven to the possi ble impacts on WMO Programmes of foreseeable
scie nti fic, technological , social and economic developments;

•

Necessary co-ordination between Programmes to avoid over-emphasizing separate parts at the expense o f
the who le;

•

That the Secretary-General 's programme and budget proposals to Congress for the following fi nancial
(four-year) period are developed in harmony with the wishes and inte ntions of the Members.

47.
The Members of WMO partic ipate in the long-term planning process throug h their involvement in sessions of
the technical commissions and regional associations and thro ugh correspondence. The lo ng- and medium-term plans
are approved by a ll Me mbers of WMO assembled at the four-yearly sessions of the World Meteorological Congress
while the short-te rm plans are approved biennially by the E xecutive Counc il. In all cases the period of effect of the plan
commences approximately six months after its approval, at the beginning of the fo llow ing calendar year.

~

Abbreviations used in Table 1:

(a)

Technical commissions

CAeM
CAgM
CAS
CBS
CCI
CHy
CIMO
CMM

(b)

Commission
Commission
Commiss1on
Commission
Commission
Comm ission
Commission
Comm ission

for Aeronautical Meteorology
for Agricultural Meteorology
for Atmospheric Sciences
for Basic Systems
for Climatology
for Hydrology
fo r Instruments and Methods of Observation
for Mari ne Meteorology

Other specialized bodies

ACC AD
CPWM
EPAC
ETR
IOC
JSC
UNEP SAC
VCP
WC! IGOSS

Advisory Committee for the World Climate Applications and Data Programmes (of the Executive Council)
Executive Council Panel of Experts on Cloud Physics and Weather Modification
Execut ive Council Panel of Experts on Environmental Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry
Executi ve Council Panel of Experts on Education and Training
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (of Unesco)
Joint WMO!ICSU Scientific Committee on the World Climate Research Programme
Sc ientific Advisory Committee for the World Climate Impact Studies Programme (of the United Nations Environ ment
Programme)
WMO Voluntary Co-operation Programme (VCP)
Joint IOC/WMO Working Committee for the Integrated Global Ocean Services System
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Role and status of the WMO Long-term Plan
48.

49.

The role of the Long-tenn Plan is to provide:
•

The Members of WMO with an authoritati ve statement o f the ex pected longer-term framework within
which they may plan and manage their acti vities at the national level and formulate their plans for
partic ipation in international co-operative programmes;

•

The WMO constituent bodies with policy guidance and an approved longer-term framework within whic h
they may organi ze their inte r-sessional activities;

•

The Secretary-General with guidance for formul ating his programme and budget proposals for the next
financ ial period;

•

The Executive Council with a benchmark against which it may monitor progress and performance in the
implementation of the sc ientific and techni cal programmes;

•

All interested persons and organi zations with a single consolidated statement of approved WMO
programme plans in a convenient, common fo rmat.

The WMO Long-term Plan is adopted by Congress under the provisio ns of Article 8 of the WMO Convention:
•

Under Article 8 (a) Congress approves the general policies set down in the Plan for the ful filment of the
pu rposes of the O rgani zation. These gene ra l polic ies do not impose any specific commitme nts on
Members of the Organization but provide an agreed framework within which Members work together to
achieve the ir common objectives;

•

Under Article 8 (b) Congress recommends that Me mbers contribute to the implementation of the plans. As
far as the Members of WMO are concerned the individual plans thu s have the status of recommendations
and do not carry the force of commitments;

•

Under Article 8 (c) Congress refers to the relevant hodies of the Organi zation those matters that fall within
the ir individual tenns of re ference. The constituent bodies and the Secretari at are thus expected to take
appropriate action within the framework of the agreed polic ies to achieve the objecti ves set down in the
Plan .

Structure of the Second Long-term Plan
50 .
This Plan, as approved by Te nth Congress (Resolution 25 (Cg-X); see annex) in May I 987, consists of two
parts. Part I (this volume) provides an overview o f the significance and potential contribution of meteorology and
operational hydrology to the world community into the twenty-first century and sets down the overa ll strategy and
major Programme objectives of WMO for the next decade. The seven volumes of Part Il present detailed plans for each
of the indi vidual Programmes listed in Table I in tem1s of:
•

The purpose and scope of the Programme;

•

The main lo ng-term objectives (as set out in Chapter 3);

•

Programme organi zation , inc luding the roles and responsibilities o f re levant WMO bodies;

•

The current ( 1987) status of the Programme;

•

The major influences likely to affect the deve lopme nt of the Programme through the decade;

•

The specific objective s and plans for the decade;

•

Implementation schedule;

•

Interaction and co-ordination with other Programmes and activities.

CHAPTER 2

WMO STRATEGY 1988-1997

Introduction
51.
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the role, overall objec ti ves, gene ral policies, strategy and broad
priorities of WMO , as determined by the Tenth World Meteorological Congress in 1987, fo r operation and
development of the Organization and its Programmes during the next decade.

The role of WMO during the next decade
52.
The basic purposes of WMO as set down in the Convention (see inside front cover) are expected to remain
valid for the next decade. The essential role of WMO will continue to be the organization , planning, co-ordination ,
promotion , encouragement and sponsorship of international anangements necessary to achieve the basic purposes of
the Organization. The detailed scie ntific and technical work and provision of operational meteorological and
hydrological services will continue to be carried out by Members or groups of Me mbers, each contributing according
to its ability regardless of the extent of national territory or state of development. It wi ll , however, become increasingly
necessary to distinguish bt:tween the role of WMO in respect of acti vities:
•

Within the areas of national jurisdic tion of Members. Here WMO will conti nue to provide technical
standards and guidelines and, whe n requested , will assist with the development of national Servicesbut the ultimate responsibility will remain that of the individual countries the mselves;

•

Over the large parts of the globe outside national jurisdiction . He re WMO must play an increasingly
active part in providing an international framework for effective co-ordination of the efforts of Members
to obtain data and provide services .

53 .
It is envisaged also that WMO wi ll assume an increasingly active role at the inte rface of meteorology wi th
marine services, and in issues and activities related to the protection of the e nvironment and problems of climate .

Overall objectives
54.
In order that the Organization may fulfil its basic purposes and pe rform its essential role in world affairs during
the 1990s , its Members have adopted the following overall objectives for the next decade:
•

To provide an efficient , effective mechanism for international co-operation and co-ordination in
meteorology and operational hydrology;

•

To ensure that the nations of the world benefit to the max imum from the application of meteorological,
hydrological and re lated data, knowledge and services to national economic, social and cultural goals;

•

To reduce substantially the technological gap between the national Meteorological and Hydrological
Services of the developed and developing countries;

•

To anticipate the needs of future generations for long-teiTO historical records of meteorological,
hydrological and related information;

•

To contribute to the wise use and protection of the atmospheric environment;
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•

To provide an informed and effective voice for meteorology and operational hydro logy within the United
Nations syste m;

•

To contribute , through its occupation with global issues wh ich transcend national boundaries and affect all
peoples, to the strengthening of inte rnational ties and friendship between nations.

General policies and strategy
55.
The policies and strategies set out be low are intended to e laborate and complement the fo rmal statements of
purpose and procedure laid down in the Convention and in other Basic Documents of WMO. While they do not have
the perma nence or binding force of the these documents, they represent the philosophy underlying the programme
structure of WMO which guides the planning and management of the various scientific and technical programme
activities in pursuit of the overall objectives o f the Organization . They are designed to contribute to the spirit of
cohesion and dedication to achieve the common objectives of Members and to assist the various constituent bodies to
fu lfil their responsibilities by indicating the general attitudes, philosophy and values that the vast majority of Members
expect of the Organization.
56.

It is the policy of the World Meteorological Organization that:

•

Members and constituent bodies should strive to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of WMO as the
appropriate instrument for inte rnational co-operation in meteorology and operational hydrology . To this
e nd, WMO will:
Maintain a bala nce among WMO Programmes to ensure that, as far as possible, they are sufficiently
sensiti ve and responsive to the needs and priorities o f both developing and developed countries, in
order to maintain the continued support of a ll Members;
Ensure that all WMO Programmes are planned and managed to meet clearly defined and agreed
objectives and that the international resources committed are appropriately directed to priority tasks;
Ensure that WMO Programmes are realistically planned to interact effectively with re levant national
programmes and activities;
Give high priority to the development of mechanisms for ensuri ng the continued funding of key
facilities established under WMO Programmes .

•

WMO should play an active role in assisting Members to achieve full y the benefits available from
international co-operation in meteorology and operational hydrology and from the operation of modern
well-equipped national Meteorological and Hydrological Se rvices. To this end, it will:
Direct a significant effort to the preparation of material aimed at explaining the potential benefits
from meteorological and hydrological services and the action necessary to achieve these benefits;
Arrange fo r the conduct of comprehensive and authoritative studies of the economic and social
benefits of various types of meteorological and hydro logical services;
Organize appropriate high-level missions to countries requiring assistance in determining the
optimum scope and scale of national Meteorological or Hydrological Services;
Direct increased attention to issues related to improvement of the organization and management of
national Services.

•

WMO should continue to explore and develop all available mechanisms for encouraging and facilitating
the transfer of knowledge and proven methodology between Members . To this end , it will:
Promote the dissemination of information on technology and manageme nt procedures (e.g.
microcomputers, telecommunication facilities, qua lity control and procedures for the interpretation
of numerical weather prediction products) appropriate for developing countries;
Generall y strengthen its education and train ing and technical co-operation activities;
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Expand the use o f roving seminars , visiting experts, technical confe rences , on-the-job training and
other present mechanisms for informatio n transfer and explore possible new approaches to the
efficient transfer of knowledge and proven methodology;
Active ly encourage Members to partic ipate in bilateral or mult ilateral programmes for the transfer of
knowledge and methodology;
Seek ways and means of rej uvenating its Voluntary Co-operatio n Programme (VC P) by attracting
new do no rs and new forms of donatio ns, and of obtaining more support fu nds from international
organi zations s uc h as UNDP and UNEP and from other sources;
Encourage Members to stri ve for UNDP funds within thei r o wn national programmes;
Uti lize the Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries (TCDC) programme of UN DP to
the maximum extent , and develop a concept or prog ramme of TCDC within the framework ofWMO.
•

In the de ve lopme nt and implementation of WMO Progra mmes, the Organization should pay particular
attentio n to the identification of probable future needs for long-period meteorological and hydrological
records o n a world-w ide or regional bas is, both for purposes within its o wn areas of responsibility and to
meet the future needs of othe r agencies. To this e nd , it will:
Regularl y consult with Members and other inte rnational o rganizatio ns to identify emerging needs for
the establishment of lo ng-period monitoring of relevant environmental paramete rs;
Direct particular e fforts to the reco very and archiving of existing long- period meteorolog ical and
hydrological records fo r a representati ve selection o f locations over the globe.

•

WMO should develop effective mechanisms to co-ordinate the prov ision of essential observational
facilities and systems over the regions o f the glo be outside national j urisdiction. To this e nd , it wi ll:
Imple ment and evaluate a ra nge o f mechanisms (e.g. regio na l consortia and trust-fund arrangements)
for provision uf extraterritorial facilities and develop c riteria for assessment o f the most effective
mechanisms fo r meeting particular needs;
Encourage Membe rs to develop and participate in regio nal consortia and o ther co-operative
arrangements fo r collection of data and provision of services over the oceans and other ex traterrito rial areas.

•

WMO should foster the approach of a shared meteorological sate llite network to broaden and increase the
opportun ities fo r Members to participate directly in support of a globa l network of meteorological
sate llites. To this end , it will :
Promote co-operati ve arrangements;
Assist countries with po te ntial interest in space ventures to include meteorology and operational
hydrology in the ir planning;
Seek a consens us on an overall network configuration combin ing the contributions from all the
participants in order to achieve a high degree of re liability and continuity of operations.

•

The principle of free and unrestric ted inte rnational exchange of me teorological data between nationa l
Meteorologic al Services should be maintained. To this end , WMO:
Urges Members to continue to exchange available data and products freely between themselves
within WMO Programmes in accordance with agreed procedures;
W ill give high priority to the e laboration of policies and arrangements for maintenance of free
inte rnational data exchange adequately taking account of the implications of the ever-increasi ng
economic and social value of meteorological data and products and the d ifferen t ways in which the
needs for specia lized services are met in diffe rent countries.

•

Having regard to both the similarities and diffe rences between operational requirements and procedures in
meteorology and hydrology , WMO should seek to elaborate policies and principles for the exchange of
hydro logical data re lated to international ri ver basins.
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•

WMO should continue to place high priority on upgrading the effectiveness of the technical comm issions
in the overall co-ordinated planning and management of the scientific and technical programmes of the
Organi zation. To this e nd , it will:
Encourage Members to make available the ir best scientific and technical ta lent to serve on the
commissions and their working groups, and provide the time required for competent participation ;
Place increasing reliance on the commission machinery for the planning and management of WMO
scienti fic and technical programmes and in particular for the development of successive editions of
the WMO Long-term Plan;
Strengthen the role of the regular meeti ngs of presidents of technical commissions as the mechanism
for ensuring necessary co-ordination between WMO Programmes.

•

The regional associatio ns should play an increasingly active role in the planning and implementation of
the scienti fic and technical programmes within their areas of responsibility. To this end , WMO will :
Encourage regional associations to contribute fully to the development of the WMO Long-term Plan,
giv ing priority to the identification and e laboration of issues of particular regional significance;
Util ize to the maximum extent the regional association machinery in the implementation of the
regional aspects of WMO Programmes.

Priorities
57.
The Members of the Organization are agreed that, in order to maintain a balanced and effective overall
programme, the priority activities of WMO over the next decade should be those which , imer alia, meet some or all of
the following c riteria:

e

Assist in the improvement of the capability of Memhers to benefit from WMO Programmes;

•

Reflect the general interest of and provide benefits to all or most of the Members of WMO;

•

Require the involvement of an international agency to imple ment;

•

Depend , for the ir success, on widespread participation of Members;

•

Devolve upon WMO as lead organization, in accordance with the WMO Convention;

•

Provide the greatest be ne fit at the least cost;

•

Represent the best investment in terms of potential benefit to fu ture generations;

•

Are like ly to have a catalytic effect in generating support and resource commitment from other sources;

•

Could provide , through support to the programmes of other organizations, substantial benefit at smal l
incremental cost.

National priorities
58 .
The requirements for meteorological and hydrological services in the various countries depend on such factors
as climatic regime, population densi ty, state of economic development and so on. Accordingly, the priorities given to
participation in WMO Programmes vary markedly from country to country. However, since all national Meteorological Services depend so critically on the World Weather Watch system for the data needed to support their operations,
virtuall y all Members rank the World Weather Watch as the highest-priority Programme of WMO.

Regional priorities
59.
Boundaries of Regions do not coincide with boundaries of the climatic regimes or with those of economic
development . Regional priori ties emerge through generalization of national priorities, which depend on many factors.
Therefore , it is not surprising that although all Regions give highest priority to the World Weather Watch Programme,
diffe rent Regions ass ign different priorities to the other Programmes.
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Region I (Africa)
60.
The Region includes the second largest continent (30 million km2 ) with a population of 500 million and
comprises 53 Me mbers, all in developing countries. One of the main problems in the Region is decreasing per capita
food production due , inter alia, to climate factors such as drought , under-investment in agriculture, physical
deterioration of arable land , and rapid population growth . He nce, the main area where meteorology a nd operational
hydrology can help is in increasing food production, the ultimate a im being food self-sufficiency.
61 .
The Members of the Region, however, generally agree that there is a need to demonstrate to the ir national
authorities and the public the be nefits that can be gained through improved meteorological and hydrological services.
They expect the WMO Long-term Plan to provide the m with supporting material that may be used in their effort to
achieve this goal .
The marked vanat10ns in weather conditions between the various parts of the African continent result in
62 .
corresponding variations in national and subregional priorities . While acknowledging the strong interdependence
among the various indi vidual programmes, the Association attaches highest priority to the following WMO
Programmes:
•

All components of the World Weather Watch ;

e

The Education and Training Programme and technical co-operation in general;

•

The World Climate Programme, the Agricultura l Meteorology Programme and the Hydrology and Water
Resources Programme, with particular emphasis on their applications of self-su fficiency in food, water,
and e nergy, and protection o f natural resources and environment;

•

The tropical meteorology research component of the Research and Development Programme.

Region 11 (Asia)
63.
The Region is the largest of the six , as regards both its land area and its population. Its climatic conditions are
the most varied and its Me mbers have a wide range of interest in all WMO Program mes. Defining priorities which are
distinc t for the Region is therefore di ffic ult. However, the production of enough food and fibre fo r a large and
inc reasing population in the world's largest areas of ra in-fed agriculture, and the effects of monsoons and tropical
cyclones pose some special problems. Moreover, as most of the Members in the Region are developing countries,
there is a pronounced inte rest in promoting the transfer of knowledge and technology between countries. In general ,
Members of the Region expect the WMO Long-term Plan to provide the m with a basis for p lanning the ir own
moderni zation programmes and for convi ncing their national authorities of the great benefits that would be gained
through the imple mentation of such programmes.
64.
The Association has a particular interest in those WMO activities which provide support establishme nt and maintenance of the necessary internationa l systems and arrangements - to:

65.

through the

•

Weather prediction , both for general purposes and for specific user groups, on all time scales, with
particular emphasis on the prediction of the onset and cessation o f the monsoons and the formation,
development and trajectories of tropical cyclones;

•

Specialized meteorological and hydrological services to agriculture (particularly in ra in-fed areas);

•

Hydrological forecasts for flood control ;

•

Specialized services for the prospecting and exploration of marine resources;

•

Climate data and advisory services (estab lishment of data banks; standardization of data processing and
archiving in order to facilitate international data exchange);

•

Monitoring of the atmospheric envi ronme nt.

In te rms of WMO Programmes, Members of the Region attach highest priority to:
•

All components of the World Weather Watch , including the Tropical Cyclone Programme, with particu lar
emphas is on aspects of the GTS, GOS a nd GDPS;
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•

Agricultural meteorology;

•

Hydrology and water resources;

•

Education and training and technical co-operation;

•

Climate data and applications;

•

Weather prediction research and tropical meteorology research.

Region Ill (South America)

66.
In view of the climatic, geographical and economic character of the Region and the predominance of
developing countries among its membership , a number of areas stand out as priority issues. The Association attributes
particular importance to WMO activities which directly or indirectly support Members' efforts in the provision of
meteorological and hydro logical services to meet the national needs of the countries in the Region . The most important
of these activities are:
•

General weather forecasting for the southern hemisphere and the tropics with emphasis on the development of significant skill for periods beyond 24 hours, in particular medium- and long-range weather
forecas ting for the extra-tropics;

•

Seasonal and lo nger-term forecasting, with particular emphasis on drought monitoring and prediction;

•

Applications of meteorology, in particul ar:
Agrometeorological services for food and fibre production;
Meteorological services in support of the safety and economy of aviation and marine transport;

•

Meteorological and hydrological services in support of water-resource assessment and management;

•

Climatological data and advisory services in support of a wide range of applications to national
development.

67 .
In order to ensure the necessary support to these important goals and services, the Association gives high
priority to those WMO activities wh ich contribute to the establishment and effectiveness of the basic international and
national systems and expertise needed for:
•

The establishment and effective operation of the essential World Weather Watch components, especially:
Observation networks a nd systems aimed at filling the major data gaps in Region lii and the southern
hemisphere oceans;
Reliable communi cation systems for data collection and for transmitting essentia l processed products
from GDPS centres to the NMCs throughout the Region;

68.

•

The ed ucation and training of meteorological personnel, particularly in the interpretation and evaluation
of GDPS products through mechanisms such as the detachment of meteorologists to large centres and
through roving missions and seminars;

•

Mechanisms aimed at assisting Members of RA Ill to obtain appropriate modern technology (hardware
and software) in order to be able to make optimum use of GDPS products and facilitate thei r use in the
provision of services at the national level;

•

Activities directed at increasing general awareness of the potential benefits from the application of
meteorology to country needs.

In terms of WMO Programmes, RA l1l attaches special priority to:
•

All components of the World Weather Watch but especially the WWW Implementation Support Activity
(ISA);

•

The Education and Training Programme and the Technical Co-operation Programme;

•

All three components of the Applications of Meteorology Programme;
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•

The World

Programme;

•

The tropical meteorology and forecasting research components of the Research and Development
Programme.

Region IV (North and Central America)
69.
The land areas of the Region stretch from the Arctic down to the tropical belt. The levels of technological
development di ffer markedly between the countries in the Region . For those in the northern part, the most advanced
technology is readily avai lable and has been introduced, in a large measure, into meteorological and hydrological
practices. The countries in the tropical be lt are largely dependent on the transfer of basic technology. The structures of
national Service activities are also widely varying, hence the possibility to generalize characteristics is limited and
priorities would be different for countries at different levels of development.
70.
The issues that are of particular interest for many or at least some Members in the Region , adm itting that the
priority ranking might vary in different countries, a re:
•

Meteorological and hydrological aspects o f national planning and environmentally sound resource
management (particularly water and energy);

•

Prevention and mitigation of hazards related to weather and c limate (tropical cyclones, floods, droughts);

•

Food production and forestry;

•

Man 's impact on climate;

•

Vulnerability of socio-economic systems to climate change and variation (including the impacts of the£/
Niiw - Southe rn Oscillation);

•

Environmental issues (air quality standards fo r cities, pollution transport to poles, role of the polar zones
in shaping c limate);

•

Enhancement of the role played by meteorology and hydrology in the socio-economic development of the
countries;

•

Rationali zation and improved effic iency in the application of hydrometeorological data to various sectors
of the economy.

In connection with the issues listed above, the nationa l Meteorological and Hydrological Services in the
7 1.
Region give high priority to the development of their capabilities to improve weather prediction on all time scales, for
the general public and for special user groups, and to building up the ir basic cli matological advisory services.
72.

In the northern part of the Region new e mphasis is placed on mesoscale weathe r forecasting.

73.

In terms of WMO Programmes, the priorities are:
•

All components of the World Weather Watch , with particular emphasis on the Tropical Cyclone
Programme;

•

The research and data components of the World Climate Programme;

•

The Education and Training and the Technical Co-operation Programmes (to min imize the technological
gap between Membe rs of the Region) ;

•

The Hydro logy and Water Resources Programme, the Agricultural Meteorology Programme, the
Aeronautical Meteorology Programme and the Marine Meteorology Programme;

•

Weather prediction research , tropical meteorology research and e nvironmental pollution monitoring and
research .

Region V (South-West Pacific)
74.
Region V has a predominantly tropical and oceanic character and the majority of the Members within this
Region are developi ng countries . T he areas stand ing out as priority issues are related to those WMO activities which
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directly or indirectly support Members' efforts in the provision of nationally important products and services. The most
important of these for the Region as a whole are:
•

Tropical cyclone forecasting and warning;

•

General tropical weather forecasting, with emphasis on the development of sign ifica nt skill for periods
beyond 24 hours;

•

Seasonal and longer-term forecasting, with particular emphasis on drought monitoring and prediction;

•

Agrometeorolog ical services for commodity and food production;

•

Meteorological services in support of the safety and economy of aviation and marine transport;

•

Meteorological and hydrological services in support of water-resource assessment and management;

•

Climatological data and advisory services in support of a wide range of applications to national
developme nt.

75.
The Association is therefore particularly concerned with WMO activities which contribute to the establishment
and effectiveness of the basic international and national systems and expertise needed to support these important
community goals and services. Thus very high priority is given to:
•

The establishment and effective operation of the essential World Weather Watch components, especially:
Observation networks and syste ms aimed at fi lling the major data gaps in the tropics and the southern
hemisphere oceans;
Reliable communication systems for data collection and for transmitting essential processed products
from the major GDPS centres to the NMCs throughout the Region;

•

The education and training of meteorological staff particularly in the interpretation and evaluation of
GDPS products through mechanisms such as attachment to large centres and through roving missions and
seminars;

•

Mechanisms aimed at assisting sma ll countries in obtaining appropriate modern technology (hardware and
software) to interface effectively with GDPS products and facilitate their use in the provision of services at
the national level;

•

Traini ng in the general management and organization of M eteorological Services;

•

Activities directed at increasing public awareness of the potential benefits from the application of
meteorology to community needs.

76.
In terms of WMO Programmes, while acknowledging the strong interdependence between the various
individual Programmes and the need for overall balance and the maintenance of a comprehensive programme among
the activities of the Organi zation , RA V attaches special priority to:
•

All components of the World Weather Watch but especiall y the GOS, the GTS and the Tropical Cyclone
Programme;

•

The Education and Training Programme and Technical Co-operation Programme;

•

All three compone nts of the Appl ications of Meteorology Programme;

•

The World Climate Programme, especially its data and research components;

•

The tropical meteorology and forecasting research components of the Research and Development
Programme.

Region VI (Europe)
The issues that are currently (and foreseeably for the next decade) of direct concern for the Meteorological and
77.
Hydrological Services of the Region are:
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•

Maintenance and extension of the WWW system: if necessary through consortium-type arrangements to
create composite observing networks to obtain data from the vast oceanic areas, in partic ular for the North
At lantic through the Committee of the OWSE-NA and from the Arctic and Antarc tic zones;

•

Developme nt of instruments, methods of observation and procedures for the quality control of data to
meet the requirements of Meteorological and Hydrological Services;

•

Improvement of weather fo recasts on all time scales, includi ng early warning of extreme weather events,
short- and medium-range predictions and monthly and seasonal forecasting. In many countries, particular
attention is given to "nowcasting" and very-short-range forecasts;

•

Mechanisms aimed at fostering the transfer of appropriate modern technology, in particul ar software, to
interface effecti vely with GDPS products and fac ilitate their use in the provision of services at the national
level;

•

Meteorological and hydrological aspects of environmental protection (including long-range transport of
pollutants in the atmosphere);

•

Intensified and institutionalized co-operation for the exchange of hydrological data and forecasts within
the international river basi ns;

•

Assessment of man 's impact on the atmosphere and climate, includ ing atmospheric chemistry;

•

Promotion of the use of meteorological and hydrological services in various economic sectors and in
particular in economic planning, water-resource management, environmental planning, land-use planning
and urban development, by developi ng specialized user-tai lored weather forecasts, c limate advisories and
hydrological forecasts, and by cost/benefit studies of Meteorological and Hydrological Services;

•

Establishment of co-ordinated technical co-operation projects in order to assist Meteorological and
Hydrological Services in developing countries within the Region to stre ngthen the meteorological and
hydrological infrastructures; contribution to the Education and Training Programme of WMO by hosting
training courses and providing fellowships .

In terms of WMO Programmes, the Association attaches special priority to:
•

All components of the World Weather Watch Programme, including the Instruments and Methods of
Observation Programme;

•

All three components of the Applications of Meteorology Programme; the Hydrology and Water
Resources Programme; and the meteorological and hydrological aspects of environmental protection of
the WCP and RDP Programmes;

•

The Technical Co-operation Programme and the Education and Training Programme, in order to
minimize the tech nological gap between parts of the Region;

•

The World Climate Programme;

•

Weather prediction research .

Global priorities
79.
Global priorities, in turn, can be observed fro m the generalization of national and regional priorities. On thi s
basis the global priorities among WMO Programmes over the next decade are expected to continue as follows:
•

World Weather Watch: accelerating the implementation of the World Weather Watch Programme, taking
into consideration the requirements and capabilities of WMO and its Members;

•

World Climate Programme: developing in particular the roles and capabilities of national Meteorological
and Hydrological Services in support of appl ications areas such as food, water, energy, transportation ,
comme rce, industry;

•

Education and training : assisting Members in the education and training of the professional and technical
staff that are necessary to ensure the operation of meteorological and hydrological infrastructures and
provision of services;
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•

Technical co-operation: supporting through various forms of co-operative arrangements the technical cooperation activities within WMO in o rder to improve the observational network in data-sparse regions and
also to facilitate the exchange of data and data-processing capabilities withi n and between Regions.

Major new thrusts
80 .
Within t.he fra mework of general policies and priorities set out above, the particu lar major new thrusts for
WMO for the coming decade are expected to be:
•

Increased attention to the potential economic and social benefits from meteoro logical and hydrological
services, and assistance to national Meteorolog ical and Hydrological Services in their efforts to achieve a
higher level of recognition and support from their governments. WMO w ill assist Members by increasi ng
its effort in preparing educational and information material on meteorological and hydrolog ical services
fo r distribution to Members; advising and assisting Members in the conduct of national programmes to
advance public and governmental awareness and understanding; and collaborating with relevant scientific
and professional societies in their efforts to promote the image and understand ing of meteorology,
hydrology and their applications;

e

Increased attention to monitoring and prediction of the status of the atmospheric e nvironment, including
factors affecting climate change and chemical compos ition of the a ir and prec ipitation. WMO will
enhance its role in the scientific and operational aspects of environmental issues and provision of essential
meteorological and hydro logical data for environme ntal management. Over the next decade humanity will
need to show more understanding and make wiser use of the environment. A lthough many countries will
continue to operate separate environmental agencies and UNEP will continue to hand le environmental
issues within the UN system, the effecti ve operation of these agencies will inc reasingly depend on the
basic e nvironme ntal sciences of meteorology, oceanography and hydrology, and on the observational and
monitoring programmes operated by national Me tt:urological and Hydrological Services supported by the
World Weather Watch. WMO wi ll give high priority to its contribution to the solution of envi ronmental
problems;

e

Strengthening of the trend towards closer interaction of meteorological and oceanographic operations and
services. The rapidly escalating demand for marine meteorological and oceanographic data and services
(associated with climate monitoring and prediction, offsho re resource exploitation and the general
management requirements of maritime nations follow ing entry into force of the Law of the Sea) presents
WMO with the cha llenge of upgrad ing its marine meteorological and oceanographic role and activi ties in
collaboration w ith the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of Unesco. This will be a highpriority area for the decade;

e

Development of improved systems for warning against , preparedness for, and mitigation of weatherrelated disasters. The potential contribution of meteorology and hydrology to the welfare of humanity is
nowhere greater than in the capacity to stave off and mitigate the disastrous impacts of weather-related
natural disasters s uch as fire, flood , storm and drought. It is becoming increasingly important that
everything possible be done to exploit the e normous potential of meteoro logical, hydrological and
oceanographic services to minimize the adverse impact of these phenomena. WMO w ill be g iving high
priority to assisting Members in the development of improved tropical cyclone and other warning
syste ms;

•

Increased collaborative development and introduction of cost-effective modern technology into the
operation of national Meteorological and Hydrological Services. The next decade will witness the
continued development of new technologies w ith the potential to contribute substantially to the
effectiveness and effic iency of meteorological and hydrological operations (especially data collection,
processing and d issemination) and the provision of meteorological and hydrological services at the
natio na l level. Altho ug h the cost of purs uing the independent development of a new technology would be
prohibitive for some countries, they may be ab le to real ize most of the potential be nefits within much
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more limited cost boundaries by sharing the development and implementation costs. WMO will play an
active role in fostering collaborati ve developme nt acti vities;
•

Increased use of co-operative arrangements of WMO Members for the joint establishment and operation
of major international facilities and services. WMO wi ll foster and actively support the development of
appropriate arrangements for the provision and operation of major international facilities and services .
Many of the critical elements of the Plan are expected to be implemented through co-operative
arrangements between Me mbers. The establishment of facilities and infrastructures which are necessary
for full exploitation of the potential of high-technology-based meteorological and hydrological services
are beyond the resources of many nations. Jo intl y, however, they may be able to establish those facilities,
particularly if support is available fro m outside donors. WMO will actively encourage Members to pool
resources through global , regional or sub-regional co-operative arrangements and to implement special
observing systems (buoys, aircraft, weather ships, etc.) or key data-processing faci lities. WMO will urge
- at every stage - that the increased capabilities resu lting from such arrangements be full y exploited by
the provision of improved and economically viable services within each participating country. A typical
case of Members' co-ope rative arrangeme nts might be the establishment of jointly funded regional
centres, making max imum use of existing facilities and infrastructures, e.g. at the locations of some
already existing RMCs. Thus, in addition to fulfilling the current RMC tasks, the centres could be
specially adapted to regional priorities and to meeting the req uirements of neighbouring developing
countries. It is envi saged that, in addition to Members' own resources available within a given Region (or
sub-region), some donors- both within and outside the Region - will be wi ll ing to provide substantial
support for the establishment of suc h enhanced regional centres;

•

A particular initiative to achieve pooling of resources to ensure the operational reliabi lity and continuity of
the network of meteorological satellites. The cri tical factor in this case will be to find ways of increasing
the number of di rect participants in the global meteorological satellite network. To this end it wi ll be
important that more Members seek ways and means to bring their Meteorological and Hydrological
Services a nd their space-related organizations into a partnership role so they can take advantage of the
opportunity to participate directly in and contribute to a network of meteorological satellites;

•

The implementation o f new approaches to transfer of knowledge and proven methodology between
Members and assistance in the imple mentation of WMO Programmes. Although the various components
of the WMO Technical Co-operation Programme (especially the Voluntary Co-operation Programme)
have served WMO and its Members well in the past and will continue to do so, it is vitally important that
greater progress be made in bridging the gap between the developed and the developing countries. WMO
will study the difficulties which developing countries face in connection with the operation of their
Meteorological and Hydrological Services and will make special efforts to work out viable plans to
overcome these handicaps;

•

Achievement of a higher level of public understanding and awareness of weather and climate on a worldwide basis. In view of the all-pervas ive effect of weather and climate on human activity and the
importance o f informed decision-making about the atmosphe ric environment, intensified efforts will be
directed to upgrading the education of the general public in meteorology and its applications.

Resources
8 1.
Substantial resources will be requi red to implement the plans to achieve the main long-term objectives and
priorities of the Organization. They are not defined here in detail , but it is assumed that the resources avai lable for
WMO Programmes will generally fall in four main categories:
•

Members' own resources to implement their national programmes related to the inte rnationally agreed
WMO Programmes;

•

Resources contributed to Members' co-operative arrangements;
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•

Resources contributed for technical co-operation purposes (UNDP, YCP, trust funds, bilate ra l aid, etc .) ;

•

The WMO regular budget.

82.
T he programmes of WMO are largely accomplished through the nationa l programmes o f Members, who
operate the necessary observing, telecommunication and data-processing systems (e.g. the National, Regional and
World Meteorological Centres) , provide meteorological and hydrological services to user communities and conduct
the related research and development acti vities. It is foreseen that in most countries the current severe financial
restraint wi ll be the continuing tendency. Therefore, in addition to the strictly national programmes and activities,
Members will more often seek bilate ral or multilateral co-operati ve arrangements as cost-effecti ve ways for both the
development of new techniques and the establishment and operation of sophi sticated infrastructures a nd faci lities. This
wi ll allow them to make better use of advanced technologies and to create the basis for improving services within their
countries.
83.
The participation of developing countries in WMO Programmes is assisted through a broad Technical Cooperation Programme which is funded basically by the UNDP, by the WMO Voluntary Co-operation Programme and
through various trust-fund arrangements. International support to WMO Programmes, within the provisions of
Article 2 of the WMO Convention (see inside front cover), is financed through the regular budget of the Organization . The general tendency, on which a future scenario can be based , is reflected by the fact that the regular budget
of WMO , as approved by Tenth Congress for the next four years, falls somewhat below zero real growth but, on the
other hand, the extra-budgetary contributions are expected to become increasingly important. This establishes the
boundary conditions for the pace o f impleme ntation of the Second WMO Long-term Plan.

CHAPTER 3

WMO PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES 1988-1997

Introduction
84.

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize, for each of the seven major Programmes, namely:
•

World Weather Watch Programme;

•

World Climate Programme;

•

Research and Development Programme;

•

Applications of Meteorology Programme;

e
e

Hydrology and Water Resources Programme;
Education and Training Programme;

•

Technical Co-operation Programme;

and for the individual programmes of which they are composed (Table I, p. 30), the purposes, objectives and the
essential features of the Organization's plans for the next decade.
85.
There is extensive interaction among the WMO Programmes. For example, the Applications of Meteorology
Programme (agricultural, aeronautical and marine programmes) is criticall y dependent on the data and products of the
World Weather Watch Programme, and there are components of the Education and Training and the Technical Cooperation Programmes in all of the other activities of the Organization.
86.
While the provision of weather prediction services and supporting observing and telecommunications facilities
are the raison d'etre of the World Weather Watch Programme, they are also essential for programmes related to
climate, the environment, tropical meteorology, applications and water.
87.
These interrelationships are not limited to WMO and its Members. Collaboration and co-ordination with
other international organizations and activities are mutually advantageous for efficiency and effectiveness, and are
often essential in interdisciplinary work. A few examples are the collaboration with the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) on aeronautical meteorology; with the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and others in the World Climate Programme; with the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of Unesco regarding the Integrated Global Ocean Services
System (IGOSS) ; with the International Hydrology Programme (IHP) of Unesco in the Hydrology and Water
Resources Programme; with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in the Technical Co-operation
Programme; and with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) as regards the
Agricultural Meteorology Programme. Part II of the Plan identifies the internal and external interactions for each of
the WMO Programmes.

World Weather Watch Programme
88.
The requirements for weather information are increasing very rapidly to meet the growing need for improved
meteorological services for the protection of life and property and to gain economic benefits in a wide range of
weather-sensitive acti vities (see Chapter 1).
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89.
Central to the provision by Members of these services at the national level is the need for weather information
on a number of time and space scales extending from instantaneous to long-term, from local to global. Observations,
statistics, analyses, and predictions are required to produce the forecasts, warnings and specialized products of a
modern national Meteorological Service. The World Weather Watch Programme is the international co-operative
effort which arranges for the availability of this vital meteorological information for use by all Members. It includes
the WWW essentia l ele ments, the WWW support functions and two related programmes (Figure 20).

90.

The purpose of the WWW Programme is to provide to all Members, through the ir co-ordinated efforts, the
meteorological and related geophysical information which they need to support their services to users effectively. The
Programme embraces:
•

The maintenance of the existing WWW system, composed of data processing (including the generation of
basic predictions) and observations at the global, regional and national levels, and the necessary
telecommunications and support functions; and

•

Initiatives to improve the WWW by the incorporation of new scientific and technological developments in
a manner which will increase its effectiveness and maximize the benefits available to all Members.

Because of its pi votal importance to all of the activities of the WMO and its Members, the WWW is the basic
programme of the Organization.

WORLD WEATHER WATCH PROGRAMME: OVERALL OBJECTIVES
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

To prepare analyses and short- , medium- and lo ng-range forecast products
for the use of Members. The products should be based on the best available
operational techniques and tailored to the differi ng requirements in tropical
regions and in extra-tropical areas;
To provide quality-contro lled observational data sets with documented and
consistent accuracy , having a geographical distribution and temporal and
spatial resolutions required for the preparation of all time-ranges of
meteorological forecasts and severe weather warnings;
To ensure hig hly reliable WWW data and product collection, dissemination
and exchange, satisfying Members' needs for timely and appropriate services through the use of techniques and interfaces suitable to individual
Members;
To ensure Members easy access to the required (agreed-upon) WWW data
and products in suitable formats and to perform continuous monitoring of the
status of the availability and quality of observational data and products
within the WWW;
To support other WMO programmes and relevant programmes of other
international organizatio ns, in accordance with procedures agreed within
WMO through the provision of qual ity-controlled data and the use of
facilities for the collection, processing, management , dissemination and
exchange of data as appropriate;
To support Members in the implementation and operatio n of their WWW
facilities and in the optimum use of WWW services, through development of
appropriate forecast techniques and co-ordinated exchange of knowledge,
proven methodology and developed means between Members;
To co-ord inate Members' activities and effort s for the implementation and
operation of WWW facil ities, and to initiate proper action to remedy
detected deficiencies.

91.
The World Weather Watch functions on three levels: global, regional and national. It involves the
maintenance and further development of three closely linked , essential WWW elements which will become
increasingly integrated:
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•

The Global Data-processing System (GDPS), consisting of World , Reg ional/Specialized and National
Meteorological Centres to provide processed data, analyses, and forecast products;

•

The Global Observing System (GOS), consisting of facilities and arrangements for making observations
at stations on land and at sea , and fro m aircraft, meteorological satellites and other platforms;

•

The Global Telecommunication System (GTS), composed of telecommunication fac ilities and arrangements for the rapid, re liable collection and distribution of observational data and processed information.

The operation and further developme nt of these three essential e le ments will be co-ordinated and closely
92.
integrated through the following three WWW support fu nctions:
•

WWW Data Management (WWWDM), to co-ordinate, monitor and manage the flow of data and products
within the WWW system to assure their quality and timely del ivery to Members;

•

WWW Imple mentation Support Acti vity (ISA), to provide guidance, technical and scientific information,
a nd training to those involved in the pla nning, development and operation of WWW components;

•

WWW Implementation Co-ordination (WWWlC), to assure the time ly completion of the WWW
implementation and the effective maintenance of the WWW system , through monitoring and evaluation,
and co-ordination o f the various activities and actions requ ired.

WWW PROGRAMME

WWW

~y.l'lem

WWW essential elements

Related programmes
WWW support fun ctions

Global Data-processing System

WWW Data Management

Tropical Cyclone Programme

Global Observing System

WWW Implementation Support
Activity

Instruments and Methods of
Observation Programme

Global Telecommunication System

WWW Implementation
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93.
Through close co-operation among Members, data and products available within the WWW system are
exchanged freely and without charge between Members in accordance with approved procedures and within the limits
of the agreed WWW system. The planned close integration of the three essential WWW elements at the global,
regional and national levels should allow all Members, irrespective of their level of national development, to benefit
fully from WWW data and processed products in support of Members' operational and research activities.
94.
The WWW has been evolving for about 20 years. While much progress has been made , much remains to be
done. Parts of the globe are still inadequately observed or not observed at all . Modern computer techniques of weather
prediction are not available for many countries. Information can be delayed or lost, compromising the ability to
provide timely warnings or a vital service.
95.
During past years, the Integrated WWW System Study (lSS) has been carried out to define the improvements
needed to the WWW and provide an outline as to how they should be achieved. Through the !SS , the WWW Plan and
Implementation Programme 1988- 1997 has been developed ; it has been incorporated in Part Il , Vol. I of this Plan,
which charts the course for the Organization and its Members to follow in achieving the significant improvements
required in the WWW and provides Members with a conceptual , long-term framework within which indi vidual
national plans and multinational co-operative activities can be developed. It presents an overall system design for the
WWW , specifies the essential facilities whic h are required and identifies the information which will become avail able
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to Members. It also identifies the objectives and defines the activities which must be undertaken by Members and
WMO bodies in order to achieve an orderly transition from the current WWW to the improved WWW of the 1990s.
96.
The two other WMO programmes incorporated within the overall World Weather Watch Programme are: the
Tropical Cyclone Programme, which is designed to assist some 50 countries in minimizing the loss of life and the
destruction caused by tropical cyclones; and the Instrume nts and Methods of Observation Programme, which provides
technolog i~al support to the Global Observing System , as well as to other programmes .

Global Data-processing System
97.
The purpose of the Global Data-processing System is to prepare and make avai lable to Members meteorological analyses and forecast products to enable them to provide, in the most cost-effecti ve way, high-quality forecasting,
warning and information services to weather-sensitive national activities .

WWW GLOB AL DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEM:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES

(i)

To prepare and make available analyses and forecast products required by
Members for:
Meeting their national requirements for forecasts and severe weather
warnings in the most cost-effective way; and
Providing such additional meteorological services for which Members
have pledged international commitments;

(ii) To make avai lable processed products in both real time

~net

non-real ti me:

In support of other programmes of WMO and relevant programmes of
other international organizations; and
For scientific research in meteorology or hydrology;
(iii) To provide processed products with the quality permitted by the most recent
achievements in the atmospheric sciences and by apply ing advanced , operational methodology and techniques.

98.
The plan for the GDPS calls for the continuation of the three-level system of meteorological centres, but with
its evolution through significant improvements at all levels which will be made possible by new technology, scientific
resu lts and operational techniques. These improvements will come particularly from rapid advances in computer and
data-handling techniques and in the accuracy of numerical analysis and forecast models on all time and space scales.
However , improvements in the GDPS also require parallel improvements in the GOS and GTS in order to obtain the
necessary input data and to make the output data and products available to Members in a timely fashion .
99.

During the next decade, the activities of the GDPS improvement programme will include :
•

Conti nued introductio n of increasing ly sophisticated , high-reso lution, global NWP models at World
Meteorological Centres (WMCs) with improved description of the physical processes , particularly of the
tropical atmosphere. WMCs will provide increasingly accurate analyses and short- and medium-range
forecas t products with global coverage;

•

Further development of the regional level of GDPS into a network of Regional/Speciali zed Meteorological Centres (RSMCs) with geographic and/or acti vity specializations. The functions and responsibi lities of
RSMCs wi ll have to be exte nded , re-oriented and/or, as appropriate, specialized to meet more
satisfactorily Members' requirements for high-quality products;
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•

Stre ngthening of National Meteorological Centres (NMCs) to enable them to benefit fully fro m the WMC
a nd RSMC data and processed products and to improve their services to national and international users;

•

Further co-ordinati on of the output product programmes of WMCs and RSMCs in respect of both realand no n-real-time products;

•

Further introduction of:
Advanced asynoptic data-assimilation schemes at the main GDPS centres;
Improved numerical weather prediction (NWP) methods for tropical areas;
Objective analysis and forecast methods for very-short-range forecasting at NMCs;
Improved objective and manual interpretation techniques of NWP products in order to predict local
weather parameters as required by the end-u sers; and
Standardized verification methods for NW P products and for weather forecasts to end-users.

Global Observing System
I 00 .
The purpose of the Global Observing System is to provide the observations needed from all parts of the globe
for the real-time preparation of weather anal yses and forecasts, including warnings, and to support other WMO
programmes and re levant programmes of other international organizations.

WWW GLOBAL OBSERV ING SYSTEM: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To provide quality-controlled observational data sets with adequate accuracy, having a geographical distribution and temporal, horizontal and
vert ical resolution as needed for the real-time analysis of atmospheric
features relevant to short-, medium- and long-range forecasting;

(ii)

To provide observational data for other WMO programmes and , to the
extent possible, for other international organizations;

(iii) To promote reasonable assurance for the continuity of operational satellite
programmes.

I0 I.
The GOS is a composite system which includes the surface-based and the space-based (satellite) sub-systems.
The former is composed of networks of observation stations on land and at sea, and also handles observations from
ships and aircraft. The space-based sub-system includes near-polar-orbiting and geostationary meteorological
satellites. There are large voids in the surface-based sub-system over the vast ocean, polar and desert areas of the
g lobe , whic h limit the accuracy of forecasts and warnings (Figure 2 1) . The accuracy of quantitative data from sate llites
needs further improvement.
102.

T he acti vities of the GOS improvement program me during the next decade will include:
•

Completion of the installation or modernizatio n (where needed) of priority surface synoptic and upper-air
observing stations o n land;

•

Establishment and implementation by satellite operators and by some GDPS centres of procedures and
techniques to produce improved and compatible quantitative satellite data (e.g. temperature, wind and
humidity) with the required frequency, resolution and accuracy;

•

Implementation of the co-ordinated Automated Shipboard Ae rological Programme (ASAP) for oceanic
upper-air soundings;

•

Completion of imple mentation of the Aircraft-to-Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR) operational programme
to obtain flight-level data and also data during ascent and descent;
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World Weather Watch data, received at the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts within three
hours of 0000 GMT, I January 1986, show an example of data availability from various sources. As can be seen ,
only satellite data provide a truly global co verage (After ECMWF)
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•

Implementation of drifting buoy networks in a ll oceans of the world ;

•

Conversion of the surface weather observi ng programme aboard ships to automatic or semi-automatic
operation in order to ensure timely and accurate observations;

•

Provi sion , when required, of ground truth for retrieval of hi gh-quality data from satellite measurements;

•

Promotion of reasonable assurance for the continuity of operational sate llite programmes .

Global Telecommunication System
I 03.
The purpose of the Gl obal Telecommun ication System is to provide telecommunication services for the rapid
and reliable collection, exchange and distribution of the required observational data as well as processed products from
GDPS centres.

WWW GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To ensure the availability within the established time limits of observational
data and products at the World Meteorological Centres , Regional/
Specialized Meteorological Centres and at National Meteorological Centres;

(ii) To ensure the efficient presentation of data and products for effective use by
Me mbers, taking into account the need for cost-effectiveness of transmission, presentation and further processing ;
(iii) To ensure globally or regionally co-ordinated systems for the collection of
data from fi xed and mobile platforms, when appropriate , via satell ite
systems.

I04.
The GTS consists of the Main Telecommunication Network (MTN) and regional and national meteorological
telecommunication networks, which link together GDPS centres and Regional Telecommunication Hubs (RTHs).
Important advances have been made in the GTS in recent years through the establishment of new communication li nks,
automation of meteorological telecommunication centres, the introduction of advanced telecommunication techn iques,
etc. (Figure 22). However, a number of deficiencies remain to be overco me in order to meet the telecommunication
requirements of the WWW . The WWW Plan and Imple mentation Programme describes ways and means of
overcoming these deficiencies.
105. The activities planned for the period 1988-1997 toward achieving the mai n long-term objectives for the GTS
inc lude:
•

Upgrading the structure and operation of the Main Te lecommunication Network interconnecting the
WMCs and RTH s/RSMCs to allow the required timel y collection and exchange of observations and
products;

•

Improving the interface between the MTN and the Regional Meteorological Telecommunication Networks (RMTNs) to facilitate the required exchange of the necessary observations and products between
the global and regional portions of the system;

•

Completing the planning and implementation of Regional Meteorological Te lecommunication Networks
and facilities to connect NMCs , RMCs/ RSMCs and RTHs and other centres on the MTN , as appropriate,
as well as to special data collection and distribution systems;

•

Improving special arrangements for the collection and distribution of certain types of data and products,
such as the observations from drifting buoys, ships, remote land-based stations and aircraft, and
dissemination by sate llite-based communication systems.
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WWW Data Management
106.
The purpose of the WWW Data Management (WWWDM) is to ensure the orderly overa ll real-time
management o f data and products of the WWW system and the monitoring o f data and product availability and quality .
The underlying principle in the WWWDM design is the need for integration of GDPS, GOS and GTS sub-systems,
facilities, services and functions into a system conceived as an entity , aimed at ensuring efficiency of the WWW as a
whole.
WWW DATA MANAGEMENT: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJ ECTIVES
(i) To ensure the availabi lity and qual ity of WWW data and products;
(ii) To implement a flexible system for the collection and dissemination of data
and products in real time;
(i ii) To use appropriate formats and codes for presentation of data and products
and for real-time and non-real-time exchanges within WWW;
(iv) To establish common procedures for making available data and products
from the WWW system in a rational fas hion to meet Members' individual
needs;
(v) To ensure orderly real-time monitoring of the availability and qual ity of data
and products within the system;
(vi) To provide information on the status of WWW operations in real time;
(vi i) To make readil y available information resulting from the non-real-time
monitoring of WWW operations.
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107.
Although the WWWDM functions are closely interrelated, they broadly include data and product selection ,
presentation to the recipient (e.g . NMCs) and quality control; WWW data and product recovery procedures;
monitoring of the operation. of the WWW; and provision of information on the WWW operation and system
components.
I08.
WWWDM implementation will probably be gradual and extend over a period of years. The various WWWDM
functions will be introduced progressively, and all aspects of operation will be closely monitored and based on
experience. Although the WWWDM concept was laid down at an early stage, the implementation of the majority of its
functions is expected to take place in the mid-1 990s.
I09.

During the decade it is envisaged that the following activities will be undertaken withi n the WWWDM:
•

Design of data-base functions embracing data bases at WMCs, RSMCs, RTHs and NMCs, and
implementation of these functions at least for global data and products at WMCs, advanced RSMCs and
other WWW centres as appropriate;

•

Institution of qual ity-control procedures for WWW data and product subsets;

•

In itiation of automated, real-time monitoring functions for both global data and for WMC and certain
RSMC products, with provision for necessary corrective action;

•

Introduction of techniques to ensure that WWW data and products are accessible to Members in a
convenient fo rm to meet operational and research requirements.

WWW Implementation Support Activity

11 0.
The purpose of the WWW Implementation Support Activity (ISA) is to provide guidance, advice and support
to Members in the planning, establishment and operation of elements of the WWW, with a view to achieving the most
economical use of resources and the most effective possible operation and management of the improved WWW. In
order to implement and maintain the increasingly complex and integrated WWW system successfully and wi th a
minimum of duplication and cost, there must be co-ordinated exchanges of knowledge, proven methodology and
techniques between Members.

WWW IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT ACTIVITY:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES

(i)

To make available to planners, managers and operators of WWW fac ilities,
information on operationally tested technology, operational experience, and
proven methodology and techniques;
(ii) To maintain a strong WWW training component directly geared to improving WWW operations;
(iii) To provide an effective information service to Members regarding WWW
implementation and status of operation;
(iv) To give guidance to Members on suitable WWW techniques and
methodology.

Ill . Although it is a new support function of the WWW , the !SA has grown out of the current train ing and technical
co-operation activities associated with the WWW Programme. Indeed, some of the individual support activities of the
!SA will continue to be carried out by WMO's Technical Co-operation, Education and Training and Research and
Development Programmes, but all will be closely co-ordinated and planned within the WWW Programme. The main
components of the ISA are:
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•

WWW training component;

•

WWW technical advisory service;

•

WWW technical co-operation and support service;

•

WWW system a nd methodology development support;

•

WWW operational information service;

•

WWW referral catalog ue.

The activities planned for the ISA during the period 1988- 1997 include:
•

Preparing WWW-related training material and compendia, conducting training re lated to WWW operatio ns, particularly with regiona l orientation, and encouraging academic training relevant to WWW
operations;

•

Publishing WWW technical user gu ides, particularly o n important new faci lities, systems, methodology
and techniques, and providing other technical expert and gu idance services;

•

Initiating high-priority WWW technical co-operatio n and support projects, based o n assessments of
priority needs of WWW, evaluati ng the impact of the support given , and taking fo llow-up act ion as
requ ired;

•

Formu lating and fos tering research and development requ ired to improve the operational WWW , and
transferring and exchanging the results applicable to WWW operations;

•

Collecting, preparing, maintaining and regularly disseminating information on the WWW th rough
manuals, guides, lists, newsletters, notices, etc.;

•

Establishing and maintain ing a referral catalogue describing WWW components available fo r exchange
and transfe r.

WWW Implementation Co-ordination
11 3 .
T he purpose is to co-ordinate the implementation activities, as defined in the WWW Plan and Implementation
Programme (see Part I! , Vol. I) , at all levels of the WWW system . Experience in implementing the WWW over the
past two decades indicates that very strong co-ordination will be needed to develop the WWW to its full potenti al
during the period 1988-1 997. It wi ll involve a variety of specialized co-ordination actions assoc iated with all of the
steps included in the plans for implementing the WWW improvements. These co-ordination activities wi ll be
combined in the WWW Implementation Co-ordination (WWWIC) function:
•

To evaluate the status of operation of WWW and its elements and initiate or facilitate remedial action to
deal with syste m shortcomi ngs;

•

To co-ordinate, if required , the direct WWW system operatio n;

•

To establish and update curre nt WWW implementation priorities and schedules and co-ordinate, if
required, Members' implementatio n activities;

•

To consolidate Members' needs for implementation support , and promote and ini tiate re levant WWW
support activities or projects;

•

To in itiate, co-ordinate and, if appropriate and required or req uested , admin ister co-operative arrangements among Members for implementing or operati ng WWW components in extra-territorial areas,
particularly in data-sparse and weather-active regions;

•

To eva luate the performance of WWW components in vario us environments and assess their suitability
fo r incorporation into the system;

•

To provide the administrative and co-ordinative g uidance to the impleme ntation support activity.
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WWW IM PLEMENTATION CO-ORDINATION:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To ensure that the WWW Implementation Programme is carried out in a
timely, cost-effective, and most beneficial way for Members;

(ii) To co-ordinate the various implementation and support activities at all levels
of the WWW system;
(iii) To prepare detailed regional and global implementation priority plans and
monitor the results of various implementation activities and achieved operational level;
(iv) To carry out operational WWW systems evaluations on the suitability of
inclusion of certain systems or components in other parts of the system;
(v) To review the status of implementation and operation of the WWW and to
initiate remedial action, as appropri ate, and evaluate the results of the
monitoring of the WWW.

I I 4.
Most of the WWW JC acti vities are either continuous or undertaken in response to developments within othe r
components of the WWW. The operational WWW systems eva luations (OWSEs) wi ll be undertaken by groups of
Members at schedules to be determined by the scope and complexity of each project and the tim ing which is feasible
for the participants .

Tropical Cyclone Programme
115.
The purpose of the Tropical Cyclone Programme (TCP) is , by improving forecasting and warning systems ,
and disaster-preparedness measures , to assist more than fifty countries in areas vulnerable to tropical cyclones (see
Figure 23) to minimize destruction and loss of life caused by tropical cyclones. T he importance of the programme
increases with growing pressures of population and economic deve lopment.

..··············

a_ AA V Tropica l Cy clone Comm it t ee
Y
f o r th e sou th Pacif i c

t:>
Figure 23 - The global occurrence of tropical cyclones over the globe. Land areas are shown hatched (After W.M . Gray. 1975). The names
of tropical cyclone bodies and the tropical cyclone basins covered by their programmes are also indicated
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TROPICAL CYCLONE PROGRAMME: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIV E

To assist Members in their efforts to minimize the loss of life and damage from
tropical cyclones by strengthening their capabilities:
(i) To detect, track and forecast the approach and landfall of tropical cyclones
or disturbances;
(ii) To provide forecasts or timely assessments of heavy rainfall and forecasts of
strong winds resulting from tropical cyclones or incipient tropical cyclones;
(iii) To apply the most appropriate techniques of quantitati ve storm surge
prediction;
(iv) To forecast floods caused by tropical cyclones;
(v) To provide the basic data on risk of loss by wind, storm surge, flood or
landslip to meet the needs for development planning and other purposes;
(vi) To organize and execute the essential disaster prevention and preparedness
measures, making use of meteorological and hydrological information and
expertise.

116. The TCP is implemented on both regional and national levels through co-operative action. The activities
(including necessary support in education and training, and technical co-operation) will be carried out in close
relationship with other WMO programmes and those of other international organizations in three elements:
•

Meteorological, based on the WWW , to provide the basic meteorological data required for tropical
cyclone forecasting and the application of the appropriate techniques to ensure the issuance of timely and
accurate forecasts;

e

Hydrological, hased on the Operational Hydrology Programme, to provide the basic.: hydrological data
required for flood forecasting and the application of the appropriate techniques to ensure timely and
accurate forecasts;

•

Prevention and preparedness , in close co-operation with the Office of the Uni ted Nations Disaster Relief
Co-ordinator (UNDRO) and other appropriate bodies: to assist Members in ensuring co-ordination of
measures to protect life and property.

117. The research support provided within the framework of the Tropical Meteorology Research Programme is
orientated toward the development of a better understanding of tropical cyclone structure and dynamics and improving
current operational forecasting by developing operational applications of research.
118. The hydrological component of this programme is very important because a high proportion of the deaths and
damage resulting from tropical cyclones is caused by floods and landslips. The fo rmation and development of tropical
cyclones and the associated storm surges which inundate the coastal zones of affected areas are the subject of studies
aiming at furthe r improving disaster prediction and prevention.
119.

The three elements of the programme are implemented within the framework of two broad components:
•

General component, concerned with methodologies, assisting Members through the provision of scientific
knowledge and the transfer of technology, mainly through guidance publications;

•

Regional component, concemed with the regional development of specific, co-ordinated operational
systems and co-operative programmes through five regional tropical cyclone bodies (see Figure 23).

120.
Each of the regional bodies indicated in the figure has prepared or is in the process of drawing up operational
plans to ensure , through regional co-operation and co-ordination, the most effective tropical cyclone forecasting and
warning services utilizing existing facilities. Plans are also being prepared for the further development and
improvement of co-ordinated overall systems for these services. The Typhoon Operational Experiment (TOPEX) gave
substantial impetus to the further development of the operational system in the region embraced by the ESCAP/WMO
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Typhoon Com mittee. The programme also hel ps national c ivil defence services in disaster prevention and preparedness. However , the plans re flect the long-term nature of the programme and recognize that the development of efficient
cyclone warning systems is a continuing task affected by scientific and technical advances as well as by the ava ilability
of resources.
12 1.

The acti vities planned within the Tropical Cyclone Programme d uring the period 1988-1997 include:
•

Developing and improv ing operational techniques and methods for tropical cyclone forecas ti ng, storm
surge modelling and quantitative predictio n, and the provision of ad vice on new deve lopments relevant to
tropical cyclone warn ing systems;

•

Assisting in the transfer of techniques and proven methodology, and in the implementation of advanced
systems needed to improve warnings . In addition to fe ll owships, exchange programmes and other
acti vities, the follo wing specific acti vities are planned:
Preparation of guidance mate rial through sub-projects;
Development of pilot sub-projects to study and test the application of new techniq ues;
Adv isory visits/roving seminars on new or improved systems;
Courses on forecasting , operation and ma intenance related to tropical cyclone warning ;
Seminars, workshops and roving seminars relevant to tropical cyclone warni ng;
Pilot s ub-projects on the application of improved forecasting systems;

•

Implementing and operating WWW - and o ther additional - fac il ities to meet TCP requ irements to
improve the tropical cyclone warning systems (includ ing storm surge warning);

e

Developing flood-forecasti ng techniques, including catchment mode lling, ana lyses o f historical hydrological data and evaluation of the risk of floods and landslips;

•

Developing warning

e

Improving the dissemination at the national leve l of tropical cyclone warnings, and contributing to
improved public education and awareness regarding the tropical cyclone warning services;

•

Contributing to risk evaluatio ns and the developme nt or improvement of disaster prepared ness planning
and co-ordination .

system~

on the combined e ffects of storm s urge and river floodi ng;

l nstrumellls and Methods of Observation Programme
122.
The purpose of the Instrume nts and Methods of Observation Programme is to enable WMO to fulfil one of its
basic purposes - set down in the WMO Convention - by providing technical standards, g uidance, intercomparisons
and qual ity-control procedures for both instruments a nd observational methods, and also to foster the development of
new and improved instrume nts and methods of o bservation including data reduction techniques.
Most of the work in th is programme is undertaken by the Members . The Commission for Instruments and
123.
Me thods of Observation plays an important role as the forum for the planning, co-ordination, evaluation and exchange
of information and results of the efforts of the Members in this area.
124.

The activities wi thin the Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme for rhe next decade include:

e

Improvement, expansio n and standardizatio n of meteorological observations, preparation and issue of
reports on new remote-sensing techniques and new instrume nt developments; rev iew and issue of
regul atory and g uidance mate rial ; completion and publicatio n of the fi fth and sixth editions of the WMO
Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation; and the conduct of surveys and studies
requested by o the r WMO prog rammes on how to meet data needs;

e

Pro motion o f the automation of observations by the develo pment of standard algorithms for software
developments;
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INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION PROGRAMME:
MA IN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To update existing and develop new regulatory and guidance material on
observation systems and techniques as well as on methods of observation;

(ii) To encourage and promote the development of new observing systems, in
particular surface- and space-based remote sensing systems and associated
algorithms for conversion of data into meteorological parameters, as
required by WMO programmes;
(iii) To support the development of techniques and methodologies to ensure costeffective preparation of the data sets required by WMO programmes;
(iv) To promote the development of standardized methods of meteorological and
related geophysical measurements required to meet the needs of WMO
programmes;
(v) To develop standard algorithms for automated surface and upper-air measurements;
(vi) To establi sh rules and standard procedures for global and regional intercomparisons of meteorological instruments;
(vii) To co-ordinate with the WMO Education and Trai ning Programme the
preparation of technical guidance and training material for the education and
training of instrument technicians and inspectors, and in particular to
strengthen existing and future WMO Regional Instrument Training Centres;
(viii) To organize training seminars and workshops for instrument specialists;
(ix) To organize WMO technical conferences on meteorological instruments and
methods of observation.

•

Development and updating of standardized procedures for instrument calibration and intercomparison,
and organization of and support for global and regional intercomparisons (Figure 24) to ensure
compatibility and uniformity of data;

Figure 24 - WMO International Radiosonde lntercomparison, Phase 11, Wallops Island, USA, 1985
(Photo: NASA)
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•

Preparation of g uidance materia l o n gradual replacement of current observationa l techniques by a
combination of automatic and remotely sensed measurements, and on more effective use of data from
automatic observations;

•

Organization of technical conferences, workshops and seminars; studies on the strengtheni ng of Regional
Instrument Training Centres and on the establishment of Reg ional Instru ment Centres;

•

Preparatio n of g uidance material to assist in the selection of appropriate, cost-effective meteorological
instruments and in the ir design ; and to provide adv ice o n the design and equ ippi ng of maintenance
laboratories with special re ference to deve loping countries;

•

Preparatio n of reports and regulatory and guidance materia l on operational aspects of observi ng systems
with particular emphasis o n quality control and its automatio n.

World Climate Programme
125.
Climate a ffects all human activities. It is a major natural resource which can be used to benefit nearly all the
acti vities of mankind . At the other extreme, climatic disasters occur often, for example major droughts which ravage vast
areas fo r years; on longer time-scales even more catastrophic events must be contemplated , such as flooding of coastal
pla ins by a rise in sea-level due to melting of polar ice caps or an ice age which could w ipe out much of modem civilization.

WORLD CLIMATE PROGRAMME: OVERALL OBJECTI VES
(i)

To appl y ex isting climate information to the benefi t of mankind;

(ii) To improve the understanding of climate processes so as to accelerate the:
Determination of the predictability of climate;
Development of long-range weather forecasting;
Determination of the extent of man's influence on cl imate;
(iii) To monitor significant climate variations or changes, either natural or manmade, and to develop the capability to warn governments of impacts which
could markedly affect economic or social activit ies of mankind.

126.
Climate-related natural di sasters can lead to far-reaching econo mic consequences. An outstanding example is
the major climate fluctuation centred in the Pacific basi n during 1982- 1983, locally known as the El Niiio
phenomenon . Esti mates of the economic loss caused by this e vent in Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia alone were about
US $640 millio n, 2000 million and 836 million respecti vely . Table ll indicates the distribut ion of these losses in
vario us sectors of the economy .
TABLE

11

Estimates of the economic loss resulting from the damage caused in Ecuador,
Peru and Bolivia by the 1982-1983 El Nilio phenomenon
(millio ns of US$)
Ec·u(ldor

£nmomir sec·tor

Agribusincss
Fishing
Industry . . .
Electric energy
Min ing
Transportation and communications
Housing.
Health, water and sewage systems
Education .
Archaeological remains
Other .

233.8
117.2
54.6
-

209 .3
6.3
10.7
6.6
2.1
640 .6

Project Oflicc.

649 .0
105.9
479.3
16. 1
3 10.4
303.1
70.0
57. 1
5.9

Bolhia

7 16.0
-

-

98.0
17.8
4.7

-

without appraisement

TOTAL.
1Counc~y of 1hc lntcmation;~l TOGA

Peru

ba~d on

-

1996.8

-

836.5

figures compiled by the Economic Commission for Latin America)
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127.
The purpose of the World Climate Programme (WCP) is both to aid countries in the application of cli mat ic
knowledge to benefit the planning and management of many aspects of human endeavour, and to develop the
capability to warn governments of possib le fut ure variations and changes in climate (either natural or man-made)
which may sign ificantl y affect mankind . To accomplish its purpose, the WCP must embrace the study and monitoring
of the entire climate system, whic h is composed of the atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere and land surface (Figure 25).
The WCP acts as an integrating and catalytic agent to co-ordinate current activities and to stimulate new ones in order
to achieve its objectives.
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Figure 25- The climate system: natural and anthropogenic processes (After R. Frassello)
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T he WCP is composed of four major compone nts:
•

World Climate Data Programme (WCDP);

•

World Cl imate Applications Programme (WCAP);

•

World Cl imate Impact Studies Programme (WCIP);

•

World Climate Research Programme (WCRP).

T he United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) is responsible for the WCIP; the WCRP is being jointly
implemented by the International Council of Scie ntific Unions (ICSU) and WMO. WMO is responsible for the overall
co-ordination of the WCP as well as for the WCDP and WCAP. Extensive planning has been completed for all four
components of the WCP. Some tangible progress also has been achieved , but much remains to be done. T he
development of nati onal climate programmes will be an essentia l element in achieving the objectives of the WCP.

World Climate Data Programme
129.
Progress in climate applications, monitoring and research, the assessment of impacts on climate, and the
development of strategies to mitigate potentially adverse effects of climate variations all depe nd on the availability of
climate data. Therefore, the World C limate Data Programme is a cornerstone of the WCP. Its purpose is to ensu re
timely access to reliable climate data in acceptable fonnats to support climate applications , impact studies and
research.
In the implementation o f the plan for the WCDP, particular e fforts are aimed at rescu ing and preserving old
130 .
records, automating climate data management at the national level , improving data management procedures,
compiling information on station networks , data sets and sources, and dissemi nating infonnation on significant
cli matic events of regional and global consequence.
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WORLD CLIM ATE DATA PROGRAMME:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To assist countries to improve their systems for climate data management ,
primarily through a transfer of technology, with emphasis on the use of
WWW facilities and microcomputer systems;

(ii) To consolidate requirements for climate data observations and exchange ,
and to plan the co-ordination of existing data exchange systems;
(iii) To improve the availability of referra l information on climate data sets,
station networks and publications;
(iv) To assist countries and WMO Regions to build cli mate data banks (including
data from Reference Climatological Stations) for applications, impact
studies and research;
(v) To develop a system to monitor, diagnose and disseminate information on
signi ficant climatic events which may affect mankind's activities, using
existing capabilities.

13 1. The e lements of the WCDP address the specific needs expressed by Members and those of other international
organizations involved in the WCP. Overall climate data management transcends WMO programme boundaries since
the climate system is so broad ; some aspects are within the scope of other international organizations . Thus the WCDP
involves co-ordination and collaboration with all WMO programmes and with several other international organizations.
132.

The planned activities of the WCDP during the decade comprise:
•

Assistance to countries to improve climate data management syste ms and user services (through
microfi lming manuscript data records which are deteriorating, providing expert visits, co-ordination
meetings aimed at establishing sub-regional or regional climate data and user service centres and re ference
climatological stations, compi lation of data sets, inventories and catalogues, conducting workshops and
seminars, promoting compute rization of centres and co-ordination among data centres) so that by 1997 , at
least 75 per cent of Members will have effective climate data management systems;

•

Transfer of technology in climate data management and user services by providing information on and
assisting with the installation of appropriate microcompute r hardware and data management and
applications software, accompanied by the necessary training;

•

Revie w of climate data requirements every fo ur years; improvement o f the monthly CLIMAT data by
increasing the observational density from one to ten stations per 250 000 km 2 , if possible; improvement of
the exchange of daily precipitation data via the G lobal Telecommunication System; establishme nt of a
Reference Climatological Stat ion network;

•

Updating the climate data referral system (INFOCLIMA) every two years and making available
summarized information on data sets, station networks and hold ings of data centres; and establishment of
a computerized climate data referra l service;

•

Fostering and co-ordinating the development of g lobal and regional climate system data sets;

•

Development o f a global climate syste m monitoring (CSM) capabi lity which will include month ly
CSM bulletins, special adv isories, annu al CSM summaries, and bie nnial scientific reviews as a priority
activity .
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World Climate Applications Programme
133 . The purpose of the World Climate Applications Programme is to promote applications of existing climate
information to the priority areas of food , water and energy, as well as to other areas such as urban and building
climatology , and climate and human health, as resources permit. The increasing emphasis which is placed throughout
the world on improved economic development and human well-being and the wise use of natural resources enhances
the importance of the WCAP.

WORLD CLIMATE APPLICATIONS PROGRAMME:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To help Members strengthen their national institutional capabilities to apply
climate knowledge;

( ii) To make available existing basic knowledge about the climate of each
region, presented in a way to permit ready application in a user-tailored
form;
(iii) To provide ready access to practical techniques for application o f climate
knowledge;
(iv) To promote the development , transfer of knowledge and use of climate
application techniques through:
Increasing the awareness of users of the potential benefits to be gained
through the application of climate knowledge;
De finin g requirements for climate information by specific users;
Provision of guidance material and training.

134. The WCAP includes four sub-programmes: WCAP-Food (in co-ordination with the Agricultural Meteorology
Programme), WCAP-Water (in co-ordination with the Hydrology and Water Re sources Programme), WCAP-Energy ,
and WCAP-Other Applications. Within each of these sub-programmes, the WCAP conducts similar types of activities
such as implementing a Climate Applications Re ferral System (CARS), training, and the development of user-tailored
products and manuals.
135 .

The activitie s planned for the WCAP during the decade 1988-1997 include the following:
•

De velopment of user information requirements for specific climate applications , with the goal that by
1995 about 95 per cent of WMO Members will have defined their requirements for major appl ications;

•

Development of descriptions and evaluations of climate effects (inc luding those of carbon dioxide) on
food production , with the goal that by 1995 75 pe r cent of WMO Members will have analysed the effects
of climate on at least one major crop in their country;

•

Determination of climate implications in water-resource management by making more e ffective use of
c limate information , enhancing the understanding of the relationship between climate and water resources
as well as the impact of climate variabil ity , and improving the avai lability of hydrological data for the
study of climate variability;

•

Determination of climate implications in energy matters, first by describing the effects of climate and then
facilitating practical applications, with the goal of 75 per cent of the Members completing the description
for at least one major energy area in their country by 1995 ;

•

Implementation of activities in urban and building climatology , and in climate and human health , including
the promotion of co-operation in applied research and operational activities between Meteorological and
Hydrological Services and the users; documenting the effects of c limate; fo rmulating requirements for
information; and produc ing guides, trai ning material, handbooks and requ ired data bases;
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•

Assisting national climate appl ications services to employ ex isting practical methods to create effective
national climate application programmes through the preparation of g uides and prov ision of technical help
to Members, and the development and exchange of information on the economic benefits of climate
appl ications, with the goal of 50 per cent of the Me mbers having effective services in at least three major
application areas by 1997;

•

Action to combat the effects of droughts throug h better use of climatic, meteorological and hydrological
knowledge, with the goal of phased imple mentat ion of necessary activities in three WMO Regions by
1997 (Figure 26);

•

Completion of implementatio n of a Climate Application Re ferral System (CARS) in all of the major
climate application areas by 1997;

•

Promotion of the development of ne w climate app lication methods including completion by 1995 of the
development of new or advanced operational climate application techniques regarding the relationship
between climate and: four major agricultural commodities, one major fish species, effects o f drought, one
major forest type , water conservation, rural use of solar and wind energy, human settlements, bui ld ing
and construction , human health, transportation and land-use planning.

. .Hyplflfld

• ·............
·
Figure 26 -

The arid regions of the world (After Unesco)

World Climate Impact Studies Programme
136.
The purpose of the World C limate Impact Studies Programme is to introduce climate considerations into the
analyses of rational policy a lternatives and to develop a capabi li ty to warn governments of the econom ic and social
impacts of climate variations and changes , both natural and man-made . Priority areas include the assessment of the
social , economic and political conseq uences of c limate change induced by carbon d ioxide and other greenhouse gases;
reduction of the vulnerabi lity of food systems to c limate; development and applications of methods for climate impact
assessment; and the assessment of the impact of climate variability and change in climatically sensit ive sectors of the
human environme nt.
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WORLD CLIMATE IMPACT STUDIES PROGRAMME:
MA IN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To improve knowledge of the impact of climatic variability and change in
terms of the specific gravity responses of natural and human systems;

(ii)

To develop knowledge and awareness of the interactive relations between
climatic variabil ity and change and human socio-economic activities;

(iii) To improve the methodology so as to deepen understanding and improve the
simul ation of the interactions among climatic, environmental and socioeconom ic fact ors;
(iv) To determine the characteristics which make human societies at different
levels of development and in different natural environments especially
vulnerable or especially resilient to climatic variability and change.

137.
The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) is the responsible agency for the planning and
implementation of the WCIP. The planning time-frames of UNEP are di fferent from those of WMO. The long-term
plan for the World Climate Impact Studies Programme is subject to approval by the UN EP Governing Council and will
be implemented to the extent that financial resources are available.
138 . The activities within the programme continue to be concentrated on the reduction of the vulnerability of food
systems to climate, development of methodologies for climate impact assessment and assessment of the socioeconomic impacts of C0 2 - induced climatic change. Particul ar attention is focused on the effects of the catastrophic
African drought and increased emphasis is being given to the greenhouse gas/climate issue. The activities planned
under the WCIP for the period 1988-1997 cover:
•

T he greenhouse gas/climate change issue, includin g the assessment of the role of C0 2 and other
radiati vely acti ve gases in climate variations and the ir impact; information dissemination on the
greenhouse gas/climate change issue; regional assessme nt of the impacts of climate cha nge; assessment of
the impact of a change of mean sea-level;

•

Application of methods of c limate impact assessment, in pacticular di ssemination of knowledge and
methods of climate impact assessme nt; study of impacts of drought in developing countries with support
for the establishment of an African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD);
monitoring and assessment of the impacts of climatic events such as El Niiio;

•

Co-ordination of climate impact activities undertake n by an international network of national climate
impact studies programmes, the establishment of and support for national climate impact studies
programmes.

World Climate Research Programme
139.
The potential benefits to mankind which wou ld result from a significant improvement in capabilities of climate
prediction and from a n understanding of the sensiti vity of climate to possible natural and man-made influences are very
large indeed . The improvement in computer technology which will permit the use of comprehensive models of the
whole climate system, the development of new sate llite instruments to observe the oceans and atmosphere, new
communication techniques which make practical the re lay and processing of a large a mount of climatological data, and
the growing scientific interest in treating the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, snow and soil moisture as a single , interacting
global climate syste m now make possible a major effort to advance our knowledge of climate processes and climate
prediction.
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140.
Thus, the purpose· of the World Climate Research Programme is to expand the knowledge of climate
mechanisms so as to determine to what extent climate can be predicted and the extent of man's influence on climate.
This research programme of necessity encompasses studies of the global atmosphere, oceans, sea and land ice, and
land surface, which together constitute the climate system of the Earth (Figure 27).
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Figure 27 - The conceptual structure of the World Climate Research Programme

WORLD CL! MATE RESEARCH PROGRAMME:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To improve and expand knowledge of the characteristics of global and
regional climates, including their temporal variations and significant trends;

(ii) To design and implement observational and theoretical research programmes
that will lead to a better understanding of significant climate processes,
including the exchange of heat and momentum between atmosphere and
ocean, the interaction between cloudiness and radiation, and the mutual
influences of climate and land-surface characteristics;
(iii) To develop models capable of simulating the climate system in order to
develop and demonstrate, to the extent possible, capabilities for climate
prediction on a wide range of space and time scales;
(iv) To determine the sensiti vity of cl imate to possible natural and man-made
influences such as the increasing concentrations of C02 and other radiatively
active species in the atmosphere.

141 .
Since climate variations can be observed on all time scales from months to decades or centuries, the WCRP is
organized according to three successive scientific goals or streams of research, each corresponding to different time
scales:
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•

The first stream is directed to establishing the physical basis for the prediction of weather anomalies on
time scales of one to two months, which requires the observation of the initial value of the ocean surface
temperature field; progress in the prediction of changes in the land-surface boundary conditions,
precipitation and extended clouds; and the formulation of radiati ve transfer in the presence of clouds;

•

The second stream aims at predicting the variations of the global c li mate over periods ranging from several
months to several years , which necessitates understanding the dynamics of the coupled atmosphere-ocean
system in the tropics, and the inte racting atmosphere-ocean-ice system in the polar regions;

•

The third stream aims at c haracteri zing climate variations over periods of several decades and assessing
the potential response of climate to e ither natural or man-made influences in which the global ocean is the
key element; it will require a major oceanographic programme to observe the world ocean circulation and
model the coupled global atmosphere-ocean syste m.

142.
The overall WCRP scientific plan and a first implementatio n plan have been prepared and research in the first
and second streams is well under way .
143 .

so•
N

The main activities of the WCRP planned during the pe riod 1988- 1997 are:
•

Global climate analysis to produce global estimates of energy sources and sinks, and model development
to improve the formu lation of all signi ficant physical processes by means of numerical experiments and
comparison of model results with observations;

•

Research on individual climate processes by means of modell ing experi ments and detailed field studies, including study of land-surface processes, cloud-radiation feedback , boundary-layer processes, and sea ice;

•

Study of the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) , with the objecti ve of describing, mode lling
and predicting the evolutio n of the coupled tropical ocean-global atmosphere syste m, involving tropical
oceanographic observations (Figure 28);
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•

World Ocean Circ ulation Experiment (WOCE), comprising a global oceanic circulation modell ing
programme and a fi ve-year intensive fie ld phase (expected to begin in 1990) including observations by
oceanographic satellites and detailed in situ oceanographic surveys;

•

Study of climate forc ings to de te rmine the sensiti vity of climate to possible causal factors such as changes
in the concentrations of C0 2 and other radiati vely active species, solar radiation and land vegetation by
means of monitoring e nvironmental factors, investigating individual physical effects, diagnostic studies
and model simulations;

•

Study of global change to understand how the Earth 's land , sea and atmosphere interact through the
combina tion of the physical , c he mical a nd biological processes; how ecosyste ms function to buffer or
generate changes on the g lobal scale; and how man's influence is chang ing the global c limate.

Research and Development Programme
144. The purpose o f the Research and Development Programme (RDP) is to contribute to the advancement of
atmospheric science and to assist Members to provide better meteorological services by fos tering research in
meteorology a nd re lated fields. The Programme covers research in the areas of weather prediction, tropical
meteorology, e nvironme ntal pollution monitoring and assessment , and cloud phys ics and weather modification . While
several programmes of the Organi zation include elements of research and development (e .g. the World Climate
Research Programme within the World Climate Programme), the Research and Deve lopment Programme is the focus
of such activity in the Organi zation .

RESEA RCH AN D DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME:
OVERALL OBJECTI VES
(i)

To improve weather forecasting capabilities on all time scales: short (0 to
72 hours), medium (more than 72 hours and up to ten days) and long
(beyond ten days);

(ii) To improve the forecasting of tropical weather phenomena;
(iii) To provide the basis for e nvironmental pollution and air quality monitoring,
assessment and control to meet Members' natio nal and international respons ibilities;
(iv) To monitor the state of the art of weather mod ification and encourage
research and development in cloud physics, weather modification, and
related fields;
(v)

To foster and support the advancement of international aspects of atmospheric sciences;

(v i) To produce and mai ntain authoritative definitions and standards of
meteorological terms and q uanti ties;
(v ii) To ensure the d issemination of knowledge of relevant advances in
meteorology .

145 .

The compone nts of the RDP are:
•

Progra mme on Short- and Medium-range Weather Predic tion Research ;

•

Program me on Long-range Forecasting Research;

•

Tropical Me teorology Research Programme;

•

Environmental Poll ution Monitoring and Research Programme;

•

C loud Phys ics and Weather Modi fication Research Programme.
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Programme on Short- and Medium-range Weather Prediction Research
146. The improvement of weather forecasting is a continuing priority for all national Me teorological Services.
Therefore, the Programme on Short- and Medium-range Weather Prediction Research (PSMP), together with the
programmes ·of Long-range Forecasting Research and Tropical Meteorology Research, is given the highest priority
within the RDP. The purpose and scope of the PSMP is to improve the understanding of atmospheric behaviour as the
basis for the development of improved weather prediction models; to determine the ultimate limits of predictability of
different phenomena and scales to guide the design of optimum fo recasting techniques for various time and space
scales; and to promote the transfer of forecast methodologies and experience to all Members.

PROGRAMME ON SHORT- AND MEDIUM-RANGE WEATHER
PREDICTION RESEARCH: MALN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To improve short- and medium-range weather forecasting through strengthened research, with emphasis on improvements in the accuracy of shortrange forecasting, forecasts of local weather phenomena (particularly severe
phenomena), and both the accuracy and period of usefuln ess of mediumrange forecasts;

(ii)

To foster the transfer of forecasting experience and methodology to all
WMO Members aimed at further general improvement in weather prediction.

147.
There has been considerable improvement in the skill of forecasting large, synoptic weather patterns by means
of numerical weather forecast models (Figure 29). For example, three-day forecasts of the sea-level pressure now have
an accuracy comparable to that achieved for only one day in advance in the early 1970s. The progress has been due
both to technological advances (e.g. large computers and improved observations) and to t:onceptual advances in the
numerical models themselves. A number of specific atmospheric phenomena have now been successfully simulated in
advanced models, offering much promise for further progress in regional weather prediction. It is also vitally important
to facilitate and promote the transfer of forecast methods among all Members.
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148.
The growth in the power and wide availability of computers is expected to continue, to the benefit of both
prediction researc h and operational forecasting. Computers of even relatively limited power could be widely used in
developing countries with e ither dynamical or statistical methods of weather forecasting. Knowledge of the structure of
the atmosphe re on a ll time and space scales will improve as developments in satellite and ground-based sensing of the
atmosphere are incorporated in the World Weather Watch. These developments will provide the opportunity for
widespread improvements in short- and medium-range weather prediction.
149.
T he main activi ties envisaged for the next decade under the Programme on Short- and Medium-range Weather
Prediction Researc h are as fo llows:
•

To achieve considerable improvement in the prediction of actual weathe r e lements and phenomena and an
improvement of very short-range weather prediction, studies will be pro moted on significant weather
e lements and severe weather phe nomena, application of remote-sensing and automatic systems, objecti ve
interpretation methods, and methods of very short-range forecasting;

•

To increase the accuracy of short-range weather prediction and to extend the useful peri od of mediumrange predictions of synoptic-scale weather systems, studies wi ll be promoted on observational data
assimilation techniques (incl uding satellite data), on limited-area weather prediction models and on
method s of de termining the reliability of forecasts. Regional research acti vities will be also strengthened
in connection with such topics as Mediterranean cyclones and western disturbances.

150.
It is planned that inte rested Members will establish acti vity centres responsible for particul ar aspects of longterm , high-priority study projects in the programme. The responsibilities of each centre with respect to its project wi ll be:
•

To undertake and develop the research work;

•

To make data sets and computer programs available fo r other users;

•

To host visiting or seconded scie ntists;

e

To organize workshops and courses, and to prepare review papers and other comprehe nsive reports for
distribution by WM O;

•

To keep Members informed of their activi ties.

Programme on Long-range Forecasting Research
15 1. The purpose of the Programme on Lo ng-range Forecasting Researc h (PLRF) is to foster Members' research
efforts in the developme nt, introduction and improvement of operational long-range weather forecasting systems so
that such forecasts reach a useful level of skill.

PROGRAMME ON LONG-RANGE FORECASTING RESEARCH:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To develop and introduce methods for long-range forecasti ng by encouraging appropriate research and co-ordinating international activities in this
area;

(i i) To transfer between Members scientific knowledge on long-range forecasting and the development of operational prediction models and techniques
based on both dynamical and empirical methods;
(iii) To provide guidance to all Members on the rationale underlying all aspects
of long-range fo recasting.

152.
Long-range weather forecas ting has always been recognized as a very difficult problem . lt is also widely
acknowledged that there would be significant benefits from monthly and seasonal forecasts of even moderate skill , if
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the appropriate parameters were predicted a nd if users inte rpreted and applied the forecasts correctly. More than 30
Members are now attempting to produce some form of long-range forecasts. Their efforts are showing a level of
success whic h, although generally still marg inal , is considered real and capable of improvement. Programmes of some
Members indicate the probable introduction during the next few years of numerical predictions for a month in advance.
Late r, their plans anticipate the use of coupled atmosphere-ocean numerical models fo r month ly predictions, and the ir
extension to sea:;onal prediction towards the end of the decade.
153 .

Two major projects are planned under the PLRF during the next decade; they will be directed to:
•

Increasing the leve l of skill of monthl y forecasts, with partic ular emphasis on regional anomal ies of
precipitation and other meteorological parameters, through: the establishment of Activ ity Centres, the
conduct of international a nd regional workshops, the identification of the most critical needs of users for
monthly and seasonal forecasts, the review of forecast testing and evaluation schemes, and the
introduction of systems to monitor and assess the performance of operatio nal fo recasts as they are
introduced;

•

Achieving skill in seasonal forecasts, with emphasis on regional anomalies of special importance to
national economies, through: preparation and maintenance of a balanced, authoritati ve scientific statement on the state of the art regarding all aspects of long-range fo recasting for the provision of advice to
governments and planners; international and regional conferences; provision of research progress reports;
and the preparation and publication of appropriate scientific and technical reviews and reports.

Tropical Meteorology Research Programme
154.
Good weather fo recasts are just as essential in the tropics as they are in mid- latitudes. Yet , unfortunately, the
predictive skill in the tropics today is considerably inferior to that at higher latitudes. Thus it is important to emphasize
research to improve tropical fo recasting and storm warnings. The purpose of the Tropical Meteorology Research
Programme (TMRP) is to achieve a better understanding of the behaviour of tropical weather systems and improve
tropical forecasts through the promotion and co-ordination of the research efforts of Members, including the optimum
use of both routine observations and those from tropical experiments.

TROPICAL METEOROLOGY RESEARCH PROGRAMME:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To understand the behaviour and physical processes of tropical systems and
to improve forecasts by assisting Members in strengthening their research in
important areas of tropical meteorology;

(ii) To improve knowledge of tropical phenomena and to develop prediction
techniques relating to the following areas: monsoons; tropical cyclones;
tropical droughts and semi-arid zone meteorology; rai n-producing tropical
systems; interaction between tropical and mid-latitude weather systems;
tropical limited-area modelling; and operational use of numerical products
for tropical forecasting;
(iii) To transfer scientific knowledge on methodologies and their operational
application between Members to ensure the full exploitation of scientific
advances to meet the economic needs of tropical countries.

155.
The work of the TMRP wi ll be facilitated by the use of a series of Activity Centres. The major responsibilities
of these centres are:
•

To undertake on a voluntary basis the work specified for the projects of the TMRP and to prepare and
publish review papers for d istribution to those interested;
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To inform Members periodically , through existing information channels, about the research activities of
the centres .

The TMRP will also include the organi zation of symposia, conferences and workshops; and facilitating the exchange
of scientists, including the scientific training of meteorologists.
156.
Much progress has been made in recent years in understanding the behaviour of tropical weather systems and ,
hence, in the improvement of tropical analysis and prediction. This is attributed to the wide range of research
associated with a number of experiments within the Global Atmospheric Research Prog ramme (GARP) and the
development of satelli te observing techniques for the tropics. Indeed, a large amount of tropical research using data
from GARP experiments still is going on. Recent results of efforts in deve loping numerical models for tropical weather
prediction are encouraging for the future. Achievement of the lo ng-te rm objectives of the TMRP will depend on the
improvement of short- and medium-range predictions in the tropics, the improvement of long-term (up to a season)
predictions , and further development of satell ite observing and comnwnication systems.
157.

The· activities of the TMRP planned for the next decade include:
•

A range of initiatives aimed at the better understanding of tropical systems and improvement in their
prediction : development of numerical models of monsoon prediction; improved unde rstanding of tropical
cyclones and cyclone forecasting ; and the interactio n between tropical and mid-latitude weather systems;

•

Providing for the effective transfer of scienti fic knowledge and its operational application , particularly
regarding meteorological aspects of tropical droughts and the operational use of numerical weather
prediction products for tropical forecasting.

Environmental Pollution Monitoring and Research Programme
158.
ln response to the world-wide concern with respect to the consequences of environmental pollution, WMO is
increas ingly involved in a<.: tivities which have grown into its present Environmental Pollution Monitoring and Research
Programme.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION MONITOR ING AND
RESEARCH PROGRAMME: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To determine global and regional levels and long-term trends of atmospheric
constituents, both natural and man-made, considered to affect the environment (including those with a possible impact on climate) in order to forecast
future states of, and stresses on, the environment and to enable governments
to take prompt action to reduce pollution;

(ii ) To further the understanding of the chemistry and physics of the environment and climate-related atmospheric constituents and properties, and to
apply this knowledge in the fields of meteorology and climatology, especially through the application of atmospheric models;
(i ii) To ensure the appl ication of meteorology and hydrology to the study of
problems ari sing from the impact of man's activities on the chemical and
physical properties of the atmosphere (including the effects of the interaction
of the atmosphere with the marine and tenestrial biosphere);
(iv) To meet the responsibilities of WMO to provide leadership and guidance in
international efforts directed towards the protection and management of the
environment.

159.

The main components of the programme are:
•

Background Air Pollution Monitoring Network (BAPMoN) on a global basis;
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•

Development of techniques for mode lling the transport and dispe rsion of atmospheric pollutants;

•

Study of the processes and integrated monitoring of the e xc hange of po llutants between environmental
compartments (e.g. atmosphere and ocean);

•

Global Ozone Observing System (GOOS) (including environmentally important trace gases) .

The organization and mainte nance of the global monitoring network (Figure 30) rely largely on the activities of
Members, including the provision of a number of central facilities for instrument calibration , handling and publication
of data, training of technicians, etc.
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1985

160.
National and inte rnational a ir pollution monitoring activities are carried out by a large number of Members.
Many of these activities are on a continuous basis and contribute to the WMO monitoring programme. Today,
BAPMoN is the only global, standardi zed e nvironmental monitoring network. From such monitoring, information on
global and regional poll ution levels and trends is expected to result. Much effort is still being made to ach ieve better
geographical coverage and data quality. It is expected that there will be 200 to 300 stations in the BAPMoN, of wh ich
75 per cent will be regional stations, 20 per cent continental and about five per cent global. GOOS also contributes to
the BAPMoN and both contribute to the Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) o f the Un ited Nations
Environment Programme.
16 1.
A major c hallenge for this programme is to assist many national Meteorological Services to meet the ir new
responsibi lities rel ated to the meteorological aspects of the assessment and forecasti ng of air pollution and pollution
potential at the impact level, and regarding air poll ution crossing national boundaries.
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162.
A number of studies have been implemented to describe the extensive exchange of material (and e nergy)
between the atmosphere and adjacent med ia (interchange processes). Pilot projects are being can·ied out on integrated
monitoring to provide the basis for introducing routine global monitoring in water bodies and soil to complement that
in the atmos phere.
163.
Though much progress has been ach ieved in understanding the ozone layer in the last 15 years or so, the
determination of trends in the distribution of ozone is still elusive. Even if these trends are determined, unravell ing
their causes wi ll pose a further challenge . Moreover, model studies indicate that changes in ozone, and increases in
trace gases responsible for the changes in ozone, have potential climate effects .
164.
The activities planned with in the Environ mental Pollution Monitoring and Research Programme during the
next decade inc lude:
•

Improving the global background mon itoring of atmospheric pollution by funher development and
improvement of the BAPMoN , including implementation of a data quality assurance plan, assessment of
the monitoring results, reporting o n the application of data to satisfy Members' needs, and speeding up the
publication of data from the network ; a larger contributio n to the World Cl imate Programme; and
organizing with the World Health Organization the application of mutual data to establish the relation
between background and impact-level pollution;

•

Improving the knowledge and understanding of the transport and dispersion of atmospheric pollutants by
further development of transport models; supporting the meteorological aspects of the ECE/WMO/ UNEP
Co-operative Programme for the Monitoring and Evaluation of the Long-range Transmission of Air
Pollutants in Europe (EMEP); development and improvement of impact-level air pollution fo recasting
procedures and models; and assisting Members in itiating work in this field;

•

Developing the understanding of the exchange of pollutants between various environ mental compartments
(atmosphere, oceans and land) by deve lopiug a long-term strategy of integrated monitoring; improving the
understanding of transfer processes and "dose-response" relationships and developing models predicting
environmental harm and climatic impact based on integrated monitoring data;

•

Improving GOOS and its use by reducing the measurement inaccuracies and promoting concurrent ozone ,
aerosol, S0 2 and trace-gas measurements; developing a long time-series of global ozone and trace-gas
data suitable for trend determination; facilitating the access to and exchange of data; promoting ozone
research in the relevant areas; and investigating the atmospheric chemistry-c limate link.

Cloud Physics and Weather Modification Research Programme
165.
The purpose of the Cloud Physics and Weather Modification Research Programme is to maintain the efforts of
Members, both individually and under international arrangements, in areas of research re levant to weather modification; to provide informatio n on the rationale underlying all aspects of weather modification; to identify uncertainties
that inhibit progress and encourage activities that wi ll contribute to their resolution, and to provide current information
on weather modification activities throughout the world. The programme includes all forms and scales of weather
modification , both intentional and unintentional , from indiv idual clouds up to the mesoscale.

CLOU D PHYSICS AND WEATHER MODIFICATION RESEARCH
PROGRAMME: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To promote sound scientific foundations for weather modification based on
cloud physics and other relevant investigations ;

(ii) To provide the rationale underlying all aspects of weather modification.
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The Cloud Phys ics and Weather Modification Research Programme includes four components:
•

Prec ipitation enhancement research;

•

Hail suppression research;

•

Tropical storm moderation , unintentional weather modification, assessment of the economic , environ. menta l, legal and other aspects of weather modification;

•

Cloud physics research as related to weather modification, acid rain, transport of toxic chemicals, weathe r
and c limate forecasting and remote sensing.

T he programme is carried out primarily through fie ld experiments and theoretical and laboratory research conducted by
Members. Conferences, workshops, consultation , exchanges of experts and other act ivi ties are used to disseminate and
exchange information and promote investigations directed toward reaching the programme's objectives. The
programme includes education and training aspects and interfaces with other re lated programmes.
167.
With few exceptions, weathe r modification remains a controversial subject. Past optimism that precipitation
might easily be modified has bee n largely dispelled by increased knowledge of cloud physics and the resul ts of
mod ification experiments. This information indicates that the opportunities for seedi ng are not as common as had been
thought in the past. Research is increasingly be ing focused on defining those situations that can be be neficially
modified and the requi site modi fication technology. With basic cloud physics studies placing weather modification on
a firmer scientific foundation, and potential new opportunities for weather modification being postulated on the basis
of both theoretical studies and field experiments, renewed interest is becoming apparent in weather modification
research.
Two major needs exist today: (a) the means to forecast accurately the change in weather elements that can be
168.
achieved by various interventions in natural processes; and (b) the means to evaluate the effects achieved through such
interventions.
169.

Activities under the Cloud Physics and Weather Modification Research Programme during 1988- 1997 include:
•

Promotion of sound scientific fo undations for weather modification through development of: remote
sensing techniques (radars , lidars, microwave radiometers, etc.) to provide four-dimensional measureme nts within clouds; the means to determine the precipitation efficiency of clouds and cloud systems and
to recognize factors governing precipitation yield; physical modell ing to simulate cloud processes and to
predict precipitation yields, both natural and through modification; optimum seeding strategies; and
statistical and physical techniques to evaluate results;

•

Provision of gu idance to Me mbers on the rationale underlying all aspects of weather modification by
publishing authoritative information on the status of weather modification , organ izing confe rences and
workshops , arranging advisory missions and the exchange of experts among research projects, and
providing education and training events.

Applications of Meteorology Programme
170. The ultimate purpose of most of the activities of national Meteorological Services, including their participation
in international data collection and exchange programmes such as the World Weather Watch, is to apply meteorological data and know ledge to the pursuit o f national social, economic and cultural goals. Three vital areas where
meteorology can make major contributions to national goals are agriculture, aviation and marine activi ties . Within
WMO, they have traditionally been recognized as distinct and separate subjects with separate technical commissions to
deal with each subject area. The Applications of Meteorology Programme embraces the:
•

Agricultural Meteorology Programme;

•

Aeronautical Meteorology Programme;

•

Marine Meteorology and Associated Oceanographic Activities Programme.
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APPLICAT IONS OF METEOROLOGY PROGRAMM E:
OVERALL OBJECTIVES
(i)

To contribute to the safety, econo my and efficiency of major weather- and
cli mate-sensitive activities at the national and international levels through
the application of meteorological data and knowledge and the provision of
meteorological services;

(ii)

To contribute to the increase of producti vity in agricu lture by furthering
national , reg ional and g lobal developments and projects;

( iii) To achieve world-wide standardization of meteorological ser vices and
re lated oceanographic services to meet the requirements of aeronautical and
marine users;
(iv) To transfer knowledge and technology necessary for the provision of
meteorological services to agricultural , aeronautical and marine activ ities;
(v)

To contribute to the improvement of the availability of surface, sub-surface
and upper-air data in support of applications of meteorology .

17 1.
These programmes are closely related to other programmes. The Agricultural Meteorology Programme has close
connections and common activities with the World Climate Applications Programme and also the World Weather Watch
Programme. The Aeronautical Meteorology Programme draws heavily on the World Weather Watch Programme and a
close relationship exists with the relevant programmes of the International Civil Aviation Organi zation. The Marine
Meteorology Programme has close relationships with the World Weather Watch and the Integrated Global Ocean
Services System (IGOSS), and to a lesser extent with the World Climate Programme. Conversely, IGOSS complements
the WWW and Marine Meteorology Programme, in respect of sub-surface data and products.
Ag ricultural M eteorology Programme

172. Some of the important contributions agrometeorological and hydrological services can make to agriculture have
been indicated in Chapter I. These services are often least developed and most urgently needed in developing nations
where the attain ment of food self-sufficiency in the face of expanding populations is of critical importance. The purpose
of the Agricultural Meteorology Programme (AgMP) is to ass ist Members in providing the practical information to the
agricultural community which will help them to increase production, reduce losses, decrease costs and increase efficiency, conserve natural resources and decrease pollution by agricultural chemicals. To this end, climate information is
used for planning purposes, while recent weather data and weather forecasts are used in cun·ent agricultural operations.
Improvements in medium-range weather forecasts for small agricultural areas are of particular importance.
173. The quality and scope of agrometeorological services avai lable today vary widely among the Members of
WMO . About one-sixth of the Members have a well-developed Agrometeorological Service while, at the other
extreme, one-s ixth have virtually no Service at all. Of the remainder, about one-third provide some of the requested
agrometeorological information and the remaining one-third are in the process of setting up a Service. Members having
less advanced services to agriculture suffer from the absence of applicable products and information, absence of
evaluations of the benefits that agrometeorology could provide , and insufficient trai ned staff and facilities to provide
the information when requested.
174.

The activities planned for the period 1988- 1997 within the Agricultural Meteorol ogy Programme arc:
•

Development of the meteorological and agronomic data bases required for operational agrometeorology,
involving the establishment of operational national and regional data banks geared to provide information
in user-tailored form;

e

Formulation of relationships between climate/weather and agricultural production by describing the
agroclimatic potential of regions and the climate requirements of specific crops, pastures, fores ts and
animals; this knowledge may permit the development of crop-weather models for use in planning, in dayto-day operations and in yield monitoring;
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•

Continuous proviSion of agrometeorological information, in user-tailored language, for plann ing and
operations in agriculture, incl uding the agricultu ral conseque nces of recent weather and forecasts for
agricultural purposes;

•

Promotion of agrome teorology in drought- and desert-prone areas where info rmation on the probable
freque ncy, duration and severity of drought can assist in long-range planning to mini mize the adverse
effects of drought and in day-to-day farming operations;

•

Transfer of knowledge of practical agrometeorological tec hniques, concentrating on (a) missions in
agrometeorology to advise on the strengthening of agrometeorological serv ices and overcoming national
problems; (b) training in agro meteorology; (c) improving the exchange of meteorological informat ion for
regional agricultural purposes; and (d) provision of manuals, guides and reports on operational
agrometeorology;

•

Promotion of interdisciplinary agrome teorological research by close co-ordination and co-operation in the
development and implementation of projects in agrometeorology, in organ izing training events to meet
the inte rdisciplinary nature of the subject and in international experime nts on weather aspects of crop
production where the agro meteorological aspects of these c rops are not well known.

AGR ICULTURAL METEOROLOGY PROGRAMM E:
MA IN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES

(i)

To help increase agricultural production and its quality and reduce losses by
strengthening the agrometeorological activities of national Meteorological
Services;
(ii) To assist national Services in making ava ilable to users existing knowledge
of relations between meteorological factors and agricul tural, fo restry and
livestock production. and the conservation of natu ral resources;
(iii) To assist national Services in providing users with ready access to operational techniques in agrometcorology;
(iv) To assist national Services in meeting national needs for agromctcorological
data - climate, recent weather and fo recasts - and in collaborating with
the relevant agricultural services for the inclusion of non-meteorological
data in the establishment of agrometeorological data banks;
(v) To assist national Services in implement ing effective operational techn iques
in co-operation with agricultural services, both for planning and for day-today farming practices;
(vi) To promote the development , transfer of knowledge and use of operat ional
agrometeorology through:
Increasing the awareness of users of the economic benefits of agricultu ral
meteorology;
Detailed definition of requirements for meteorological information for
each application;
Provision of guidance material and training;
(vii) To promote agrometeorological research and investigations for operational
application;
(viii) To promote the monitoring of drought, dcsertification and flooding by the
use of remote-sensing techniques in agrometeorology.

Some of the activities of the programme are carried o ut in collaboration with other WMO Programmes and act ivities
(WWW , WCP , HWRP, and WMO satellite acti vities as fa r as re mote sensing is concerned) and with other
international organizati ons such as the Food and Agric ultu re Organization of the United Nat ions.
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Aeronautical Meteorology Programme
175 . The purpose of the Aeronautical Meteorology Programme (AeMP) is to provide the operational meteorological
information required for safe , regul ar and e fficie nt air navigation, and me teorological su pport to the non-real-time
activities of the aviation industry.

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJ ECTIVES
(i)

To provide meteorological services required by air navigation, and enhance,
in co-operat ion with ICAO, guidance and assistance to achieve this objective;

(ii) To promote the further development of meteorological support to av iation ,
incorporating the advances in atmospheric sciences and new technology;
(i ii) To initiate spec ific studies aimed at improving the accuracy of forecasts o f
the meteorological parameters affecting the safety and economy of ai r
navigation;
(iv) To assist in the development o f observing and information distribution
systems at aerodromes;
(v)

To provide, in co-ordi nation with ICAO, spec ialized training in aeronautical
meteorological forecasting and briefing practices to ensure a high level of
standard services for aviat ion.

176.
T he introduction of lower aircraft operating min ima, the increas ing sca le of ai r operations, and high fue l and
other operating costs inte nsify the require ment to predict the re levant weather phe nomena more accurately in space and
time. The availability of g lobal and regional forecast outputs via the WWW Global Telecommun ication System has
already led to major improveme nts in meteorological serv ices to aviation . Progress has also been made in the worldwide standard ization of products issued to users. However, problems still exist regarding the provision of a continuous
meteorological watch, very short-range forecasts and severe weather warnings. Also, in some areas the time ly
di stri bution of output products in user-oriented form is far from satisfac tory. Recent advances in numerical weather
prediction, re levant technology and applications techniques will make it feasible to meet av iation req uirements.
177 .

The activities planned within the Aeronautical Meteorology Programme for the decade include:
•

G ivi ng guidance and assistance regarding the provision of meteorological service for ai r navigation ,
incl udi ng adjusting such service to c hanges in aeronautical requirements, providing regulatory material to
Members concerning nationa l imple me ntation of the service, giving guidance to Me mbers on methods
and practices, collaborating with the Internati onal Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) on the coordination of the impleme ntation and ope ration of the World Area Forecast System (WAFS) wi th the
WWW, and communicating with users on the development of meteorological services responsive to
aeronautical needs;

•

Promoting the further development of services to aviation by keeping abreast o f developments in user
requirements and advances in relevant atmosphe ric sciences and technology, assisti ng in the planning and
design o f improved services to general aviation , promoting the development of improved meteorological
serv ices for he licopter operations, and initiating the defi nition and development of the meteorological
support needed for aerospace activities;

•

Initiating specific studies a imed at improving forecasting accuracy by promoting research and development of mesoscale models for higher-resolution forecasts for aviation, of techn iques fo r the (centrali zed)
production of significant weather forecasts based on numerical weather pred ictions and satellite information , of numerical and synoptic-statistical methods to improve the accuracy of aerodrome forecasts, and o f
certain aerodrome-based observi ng techniques; fostering the adoption of numerical weather prediction
interpretation techniques for use in aviation; e ncouraging inte nsive eval uation of the quali ty of aerodrome
forecasts of cri tical weather phenomena; and assisting in the introduction of new or improved techniques
for very short-range forecasts of parameters important to av iation;
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e

Developing observing and information-distributio n systems at aerodromes by rev iewing current arrangements, developing gu idance material on integrated automated observation systems at aerodromes,
studyi ng advanced techniques for the timely provision of significant weathe r information based on
processed weather radar data, studying possible automated interactive information systems for a ir-crew
disp.lays and self- briefing, and development of g uidance material on the storage, retrieval, conversion and
delivery of digita l forecast information in forms suitable for flight planning, briefing and documentation;

•

Improving the world-wide standard of quality and e fficiency of services for aviation through the transfer
of techniques and proven methodology by means of train ing seminars, refresher courses, workshops ,
short-term fellowships, exchanges and other means .

Marine Meteorology and Associated Oceanographic Activities Programme
178.
Since the 1850s sea-going nations have agreed on the exchange and distri bution of nautical and meteorological
observations made aboard ships for the safety of life at sea. Indeed , this activity led to the establishment in 1873 of the
Inte rnational Meteorological Organi zation, the predecessor of WMO. Since that ti me, the importance and diversity of
marine activities and the need for me teo rological and oceanographic information for the safe and effective operation of
ships have grown dramatically.
179.
The purpose of the Marine Meteorology and Associated Oceanograph ic Activities Programme today is the
promotion and international co-ordination of marine observing syste ms, of marine meteorological and oceanographic
services for the high seas, coastal and port areas , and the application of marine climatological information to the
planning of marine activities. The programme also includes the continued development of a comprehens ive and
integrated marine e nvironmental monitoring service and the support to research program mes which need marine data
and information. The programme is concerned with the promotion of maritime safety, the furthering of basic economic
ocean-related activit ies and the provision of the requisi te information.
MARINE METEOROLOGY AND ASSOCIATED OCEANOGRAPHIC
ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To strengthen marine meteorological support to safety of navigation and
other ocean-based economic and industrial activities, to keep pace with rapid
developments in remote sensing and marine telecommunications. incl udi ng
techniques for information processing and dissemination , and to promote the
further development of other specialized services;

(ii) To promote and co-ordinate, through IGOSS, a global operat ional ocean
analysis and service system;
(iii) To pursue the collect ion, storage and retrieval of global marine climatological data sets, in particular for the WCP and the provision of marine services,
and to continue and improve the o peration of the Marine C limatological
Summaries Scheme;
(iv) To contribute to the improvement and expansion of the GOS of the WWW in
ocean surface and upper-air observations and data coverage, particularly
through the promo tion of ocean buoy programmes, the WMO Voluntary
Observ ing Ships scheme, and the application of remote-sensing techniques
to oceanographic observations;
(v)

To promote information exchange on marine technology and services by
continuing the publication of guidance material for both operational and
non-operat ional marine meteorological and ocean applications;

(vi) To promote and co-ordinate the development and application of special
marine observing, analysis and forecasting techniques;
(vii) To further international co-operative activities for the development and
expansion of national marine meteorological and oceanographic services;
(viii) To promote specialized education and training in marine meteorology and
physical oceanography, including user education.
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180. T here are a number of important scientific and technical advances that have been made which are beginning to
contribute to the provision of marine meteorological services, such as the development of IGOSS (in collaboration
with the Intergovernme ntal Oceanographic Commission of Unesco) (Figure 3 1), the use of satellite technology for
ocean observations and communication, automated sh ipboard observing and transmission systems , and improvements
in global forecasts. Still the data coverage over the world 's oceans is inadequate and the increasing demands of marine
users for improved marine data and services, including the provision of integrated meteorological and oceanographic
information , point out the need for improvements in the Marine Meteorology and Associated Oceanographic Activities
Programme during the next decade.
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The organizational structure of the Integrated Global Ocean Services System, a joint programme of WMO and the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of Unesco

18 1.
It is planned to conduct the work of the Marine Meteorology and Associated Oceanographic Activities Programme
within eight projects, one for each of the long-term objectives. The planned activities for the next decade include:
•

Promoting improvements in marine meteorological services for international shipping, the exploitation of
Ji ving and mineral resources in the oceans, ships' weather routeing services, coastal marine activities and
marine services for ports and harbours, by monitoring user require ments and making recommendations
for relevant services; publishing guides, manuals, plans and technical notes; co-ordinating with related
services and organizing regional services; supporting national Services in their development of services
for resource exploitation (including the provision of expert missions, trai ning and facilities); providing
support for the application of remote-sensi ng techniques to marine observations in coastal areas; and
promoting the use of INMARSAT for the dissemination of marine products;
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•

Enhancing oceanographic services by improving the oceanic coverage for collection of sub-surface data,
encouraging the real-time appl ication of oceanic data, promoting and co-ordinating the operational
contribution of lGOSS to an ocean observing system, establishing appropriate Specialized Oceanographic
Centres under IGO SS , and promoting the exchange of operational ocean service products over the Global
Telecommunication System;

•

Improving the marine climatological and related ocean data base by expanding the collection, storage and
retrieval of data sets, in particular with respect to support for the WCP and the appl icatior: to provision of
marine and ocean services; by ensuring the introduction of quality-control procedures fo r the collection
and processing of marine cli matological data; and by furthering the development of sea-ice climatological
data (as well as real-time observations);

•

Improving systems for marine and ocean observations and data collection by employing additional marine
observing platforms, particularly by promoting and co-ordinating the fixed and drifting buoy programmes; encouraging the use of improved observing and data collection systems in the WMO Voluntary
Observing Ships Scheme; promoting the development of a composite ocean observing system; and
encouraging the application of remote sensing techniques;

•

Facilitating the exchange of information on marine technology and services through the continued
development, updating a nd publication of gu idance and techn ical material and operational manu als;

•

Developing techniques for marine observations and forecasting through promotion and co-ord ination of
the development and application of special marine analysis and forecasting techniques; furt he ring the
development of new techniques for in situ observations; encouraging the development and appl ication of
remote-sensing techniques; and encouraging activi ties relating to the intercomparison and combined use
of remotely sensed and in situ ocean data;

•

Carrying out implementation support activities by providing expert missions, encouraging and assisting in
the use of the WMO Voluntary Co-operation Programme and other support programmes, and fo rmulating
suggestions on and providi ng support for regional co-operation furthe r to develop marine meteorological
services;

•

Providing specialized training through training seminars, workshops, technical conferences and other
means; encouraging development of specialized training in institutes and universities; and foste ring the
trai ning of users of marine meteorological information .

Hydrology and Water Resources Programme
182.
During the decades to come the world's avai lable freshwater resources will be under increasing pressure from a
variety of demands. The most pressing problem in many parts of the world is the need to provide a growing population
with adequate supplies of drinking water and sufficient food to eat. Whether the food is produced by dry-land farming
or is dependent on irrigation, all relies ultimately on the availabil ity of known and reliable water resources. The
recurrent droughts that have recently affected many parts of the world are striking and tragic evidence of this fact.
Although hydro-power is already a major source of energy in many countries, large resources have yet to be developed
in parts of the world and, even where large hydro-electric schemes have been operated for decades, there is now a
widespread move to improve their efficiency. If present trends continue, by the year 2000 hal f of the world 's
population will be urban , and adverse effects wi ll result from the alteration of the water balance and consequently
urban drainage and flooding problems. No irrigation or hydro-power scheme, or industrial or urban development, can
be planned or managed without some knowledge of the avai lability of an adequate water supply. Consequently, there
is a continued and increasing need for data and information on the various components of the hydrological cycle
(Figure 32) as a basis for planning water-resource development, specific project planning and current water-resource
manage ment.
I 83.
Floods produced by tropical cyclones, severe storms, prolonged rainfall or rapid melting of snow cover not
only damage property, but also take a regular toll of life in many countries. These problems are being aggravated by
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The hydrological cycle

the growing development and settlement in flood-prone areas. Efforts to mitigate the effects of flooding, in some cases
produced by the combined e ffect of rivers and storm surge , have thus become increasingly important. Flood
forecasting is recognized as the most cost-effective non-structural means of reducing loss of life and damage. The
forecasting o f both high and low flows also constitutes an important input to the efficient operation of any waterresource system, be it for hydro-power generation, irrigation, water supply or transport. Forecasting of stream flow, in
partic ular floods, is important not only for large river basins but also for small rivers . Flash flooding on small rivers is
one of the major causes of loss of life through flooding and is becoming ever more destructive as urban areas expand.
Inc reased efforts are needed for the conservation or improvement of water qua lity in the face of the often
184.
growi ng pollution load di sposed of e ither directly into rive rs, lakes or groundwater supplies, or fi rst transported over
large distances in the atmosphere. Increased soil erosion, which can be a major fac tor in reduced agricultural
production , is also putting pressure on the quantity and quality of water in river and lake systems. Therefore, the need
for efficient operational water quality/sediment monitoring programmes cannot be overstressed .

HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES PROGRAMME:
OVERALL OBJECTIVE
To ensure the assessment and forecasting of the quantity and quality of water
resources both for different sectoral uses and for hazard mitigation .
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To achieve this overall objective, the HWRP consists of three mutually supporting components:
•

Operational Hydrology Programme, including the Hydrological Operational Multipurpose Subprogramme;

•

Programme on Applications and Services to Water Resources;

•

Programme on Co-operation with Water-related Programmes of Other International Organizations.

In addition , hydrological elements are embedded in several other WMO programmes. Particu lar examples are the
hydrological components of the Tropical Cyclone Programme and the World Climate Programme. These are closely
co-ordinated with the appropriate components of the Hydrology and Water Resources Programme.
186.
The requirements for hydrological products and services are rapidly expanding with the increasing importance
of water management throughout the world. Present and emerging user-oriented require ments have to be met by
national institutions responsible for carrying out hydrological activities. Act ion is particularly urgent with respect to
developing countries, but the proble ms are universal. In many countries, including some in a fairly advanced stage of
socio-economic development, there is sti ll a great deal to be done in the strengthening of Hydrological Services,
notably with regard to the improvement of observing networks, the establishment of forecasting systems and the
provision of hydrological information for the efficient management of water resources.
187.
The Hydrology and Water Resources Programme is now in a position to offer considerable assistance to
countries in the task of meeting the increasing demands for the assessment and development of water resources and
protection from flooding. A large amount of general guidance material has been publ ished under the auspices of the
HWRP and the trend now is to the provision of more specific guidance as regards the technology available and
appropriate for use in any specific circumstance. The development of the Hydrological Operational Multipurpose
Subprogramme (HOMS) has been a major ach ievement in this regard. Valuable contributions are also being made by
projects which catalogue and compare specific types of technology, such as instruments and catchme nt models.

Operational Hydrology Programme
188.
The Operational Hydrology Programme (OHP) provides the basis and framework for all the scientific and
technical aspects of WMO 's acti vities in operational hydrology. The purpose of the OHP is to support the basic
organization of Hydrological Services, including instrume nts and observations, collection and processing of data
(including data on the quantity and quality of both surface water and groundwater), hydrological forecasting, and the
development and improvement of relevant methods, procedures and techniques.
189.

During the next decade, the Operational Hydrology Programme will:
•

Promote the exchange of experience in the operation of Hydrological Services and ne tworks , and in their
economic benefits;

•

Make available technical support for the establishment of modern data collection and transmission
systems;

•

Provide assistance in improved primary processing, storage and retrieval of hydrological data, a nd in
standardization of data formats;

•

Offer technical guidance and assist in the exchange of information and experience concerning hydrological forecasti ng systems;

•

Assist in the development and improvement of advanced techniques of secondary data processing and
statistical analysis;

•

Strengthen the institutional arrangements related to HOMS operations, emphas izing the development and
extension of the network of HOMS National Reference Centres (HNRCs), and offer guidance on the
applicability of various techniques in developing countries;

•

Develop HOMS components and sequences for the improvement of data collection , primary data
processing and data banks, and in computerized secondary data processing and analysis of data.
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OPERATIONAL HYDROLOGY PROGRAMME:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
(i)

To encourage the completion and maintenance of adequate networks of
hydrological observing stations;

(ii)

To provide technical guidance for the establishment and improvement of
hydrological data collection , transmission and processing systems;

(iii) To help in the establishment and improvement of national water-resource
data banks , including both hydrological data and statistics on water use, and
to promote the integration o f these with other environmental data banks;
(iv) To promote the development of standards and the introduction of quality
assurance in operational hydrology;
(v)

To promote increased use of meteorological services and products in
operational hydrology and water management;

(vi) To assist in the establishment and development of on-line, real-time
hydrological forecasting systems;
(vii) To aid in the development o f techniques for the analysis o f hydrological data
for design purposes;
(viii) To foster the transfer of information and operational hydrological techniques
and the establishment of viable technology bases , particularly in developing
countries and including education and training in hydrology;
(ix) In support of objective (viii), to continue work on the development and
streamlining of HOMS components to meet the needs of users.

Applications and services to water resources
190.
There are a number of activities in which the major emphasis lies elsewhere but where the HWRP is called on
to ma ke a major input with regard to aspects concerning operational hydrology. The purpose of this programme is
therefore to bring together hydrological and meteorological activities in support of water-resource development and to
support the hydrological aspects of food production, energy production and water supply , as well as the forecasting
and mitigation of effects of natural hazards havi ng hydrological aspects. The latter aspect offers basic support to the
hydrological element of the Tropical Cyclone Programme. It is also relevant to the World Climate Programme, but
support to the WCP is provided primari ly by activities related to the hydrological aspects of climate variation, weather
and envi ronme ntal modification, and protection of the environment.

APPLICATIONS AN D SERVICES TO WATER RESOURCES:
MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVE
To encourage the identification and effecti ve application of hydrological and
related data for the design, construction and operation of water-resource projects
and for the protection of the environment.

191.

The applications and services to water-resource activity during the period 1988- 1997 wi ll:
•

Assist in improving the ab ility of Members to forecast major floods and mitigate their effects;

e

Encourage the more effective use of hydrological data in the manageme nt of water resources;

•

Ensure an effecti ve input for operational hydrology to programmes involvi ng environmental modification
of the hydrosphere , weather modification and protection of the environment;
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•

Ensure an effective input from operational hydrology to water-related aspects of studies of climate and the
use of climate information for water-resource activities.

Co-operation with water-related programmes of other international organizations
192.
WMO takes the lead , jointly with Unesco , in international activi ties relating to water-resource assessment, as
regards both quantity and quality. A large number of other international programmes call upon WMO 's expertise in
operational hydrology which it provides to the extent that its resources permit. The collaboration with Unesco involves
numerous activities of which one of the most important is a project to increase the capabilities of Members to apply
advanced methodolog ies and technologies in the assessment and management of their water resources. The programme
also involves regional projects associated with large international river basins.

CO-OPERATION WITH WATER-RELATED PROGRAMMES OF OTHER
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: MAIN LONG-TERM OBJECTIVE
To increase the effectiveness of WMO activities in operational hydrology at the

national level through inter-organizational collaboration in the water field.

193.
Inter-agency co-ordination in the field of water has developed immeasurably and is often quoted as an example
of what can be achieved in this regard within the UN system. This co-ordination avoids duplication and waste of
resources and can lead to considerably improved cost-effectiveness when projects are planned jointly by WMO and
one or more other agencies. This cost-effectiveness is to the direct benefit of Members and is thus an important part of
the WMO overall programme in hydrology and water resources. WMO 's own projects gain fro m inputs provided by
other o rganizations - for example, the contribution of Unesco to water-related activities of the World C limate
Programme and the valuab le collaboration of the Food and Agriculture Organization in the preparation of guidance
material on the processing of hydrological data.
194.

Co-operation with water-related programmes of other international organizations during the next decade wi ll :
•

Encourage the furthe r development and use of inte rnationall y agreed terminology in the field of hydrology
and water resources;

•

Ensure appropriate contributions by WMO in the fie ld of operational hydrology to the activities of other
UN agenc ies;

•

Encourage and assist international river basin authorities and no n-governmental international organizations in their work related to operational hydrology.

Education and Training Programme
I 95.
The key to the future development and maintenance of adequate Meteorological and Hydrological Services is
to e nsure that the necessary body of trained scientific and technical personnel is available in all countries. Thus the
Education and Training Programme is vital to the success of a ll WMO programmes, as well as to the participation of
many Members in these programmes and for the Members to benefit from the programmes nationally . Therefore, the
education and training activities of the WMO form an integra l part of all of the Organization's programmes.
196.
Today there is a pressing need for highly trained specialists at all levels to plan, direct , organize and carry out
the programmes in meteorology and operatio nal hydrology and re lated fields, all of which are essential to the economic
a nd social development of develo ping nations. Also , there is a continuing need for education and training of
meteorological and hydrological pe rsonnel in order to be able to adapt to and utili ze new scientific ach ievements and
new technologies. T he purpose of the Education and Training Programme is to ass ist Membe rs to meet thei r needs for
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adequate ly trained personne l wi th the ultimate aim of development of self-reliant training capabi lities in the ind ividua l
countries, to be complemented as required by regional training arrangements and institutions for higher levels of
traini ng.

EDUCATION AND TRA INING PROGRAMME: OVERA LL OBJECTI VES
(i)

To overcome the shortages of trained staff which restrain countries from
full y meeting their responsibilities for providing meteorological and
hydrological information and services;

(ii) To transfer, taking into account local conditions, knowledge and proven
methodologies to enable countries to implement, and benefit from , the
WMO programmes;
(iii) To increase the awareness of national authorities , institutions and bodies of
the potential benefits of meteorology and hydrology through activities
directed to users of meteorological and hydrological information and services.

197.
The Education and Training Programme consists of four interdependent components to pursue these
objectives:
•

Manpower development;

•

Training activities;

•

Education and training fellowships;

•

Support to training events under other WMO major Programmes.
These four components comple ment each other since each one contributes to the attai nment of the
objectives of the Programme as a who le.

198.
The training acti vities over the past four years have included the preparation or translation of 21 publications,
organization by WMO of 45 training courses, workshops and seminars, and the provision of support to the network of
17 Regiona l Meteorological Training Centres (RMTCs) (Figure 33) , which play an increasingly important role in
meeting the training needs of Members . Also, a total of 336 fe llow-months of short-tem1 and 42 fellow-years of longterm fe llowships were made avai lable under the regular budget to personnel from developing countries. A serious
proble m being e ncountered is the di screpancy between the requests fo r assistance in education and training and the
very limited possibilities of meeting them. For example, resources from the Vol untary Co-operation Programme
(YCP) and the regular budget of WMO are able to sati sfy an annual average of less than 50 per cent of the requests for
fellowships.
199.
National Meteorological and Hydrological Services will undoubtedly fee l the increasing need for trained
personnel as a result of the impact of technological developments in the ir functions or operations, such as equipment
operation and mai ntenance and computer and telecommunications applications. To respond to the ever-inc reasing
needs of Members, the Ed ucation and Training Programme has introduced the concept of manpower development, by
increased emphasis on and refocusing of forme r activities in the Programme, which will be a pivotal programme
component from which the other components can be guided in the planning of acti vities under the components. In
addition, the Programme will specificall y address the matters of manage ment training (for senior staff of trai ning
institutions and national services) and the wider use or introduction of teaching techniques such as correspondence
courses and computer-assisted instruction.
200.
During the next decade, the Education and Training Programme expects to undertake the followi ng activ ities
under its components :
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I
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I
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11
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Ill
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Ill
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Ill
IV
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V
In ternational School of Meteorology of the Mediterranean. Erice (Trapani)
IV

Manpower development
•

To update periodically the analyses of the training needs of Members through the monitoring of their
training requirements, to establish a strategic approach for project planning and implementation;

e

To provide advice to Members on training for national manpower development through missions, experts
and consultations ;

•

To assist Members in meeting their training needs by supporting the implementation of their training
programmes.

Training activities
•

To arrange for the preparation of training publications (syllabi, manuals and compendia of lecture notes)
in the WMO official la nguages;
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•

To strengthen the WMO Training Library by the addition of new texts, training aids and materials, with
emphasis on aids and materials on modern teaching techniques, to provide better support to Members;

•

To strengthen RMTCs through the provision of assistance and visiting scientists and maintain close liaison
with these centres, to enable them, in particular, to meet the requirements of Members for spec ialized
training;

•

To provide training to trainers and instructors, and to operational personnel in special subject areas , to
ensure the availabi lity of competent operational personnel;

•

To promote the wider utili zation of meteorological and hydrological information and services through the
education of user sectors by their participation in appropriate national training events and through
meteorological education of the general public.

Education and training fellowships
•

To provide long-term fellowships for basic training and postgraduate studies;

•

To provide short-term fellowships to meet training needs in specialized fields and in the applications of
meteorology and operational hydrology;

•

To provide fel lowships to bona fide re fugees for training in meteorology and operational hydrology.

Support to training events under other Programmes
•

To co-ordinate and assist with the planning and implementation of the Organization's training events for
the transfer of knowledge and proven methodologies.

Technical Co-operation Programme
20 I.
The purpose of the Technical Co-operation (TCO) Programme is to advise and assist in the strengthening of the
national Meteorological anti Hydrological Services of developing countri es, through the transfer of knowledge and
proven methodology, in order to improve the effectiveness of these services in support of economic and social
progress.
202.
Without the assistance provided within the framework of this Programme many Members would find it
impossible to contribute fully to the agreed international systems and programmes of WMO or to derive full benefit
from them nationally .
203. The Programme includes the provision of advice to developing countries on the preparation of requests for
ass istance. Donor countries and agencies are also advised of the req uire ments.

TECHN ICAL CO-OPERATION PROGRAMME: OVERALL OBJECTIVES
(i)

To assist Members in the development of a wide range of services (weather
prediction, climatology and hydrology) in support of social and economic
activities of vital importance, such as disaster preparedness (e.g. tropical
cyclones and floods), food and fibre production, drought monitoring and the
combat against desertification , and the management of water and energy
resources;

(ii) To contribute to and assist Members in the further development of the
WWW through national, regional or sub-regional projects ;
(iii) To assist in strengthening the scientific and technical staff of the national
Meteorological and Hydrological Services in developing countries through
monitoring training requirements, supporting national and regional training
centres, providing advice and organizing training events, as well as through
the provision of short- and long-term fellowships.
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204.
The Programme is structured, planned and implemented on a regional basis, taking into account the
characteristics of the main funding sources:
•

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP):
The cou ntry programme;
The inter-country programme;
Sectoral support;
Technical co-operation among developing countries (TCDC);

•

The Voluntary Co-operation Programme (YCP);

•

Trust funds;

•

Support from the WMO regular budget.

Other fu nd ing sources, suc h as the World Bank, the regional development banks and fu nds, the European
205.
Economic Community (EEC), and economic groupings, such as the Southern African Development Co-ordination
Conference (SADCC) and other potential sources, will continue to be explored to augment the assistance provided.
206.
The technical co-operation projects are implemented independently; there is, however, a high level of coordination internally within the TCO Programme and with the scientific and technical programmes of WMO. Thus, to
the extent that donors and recipients agree, the requirements and priorities of the WMO programmes govern the
allocation of available resources to technical co-operation projects. Examples of facilities provided through these
projects are shown in Figures 34, 35 and 36.
207.
Despite dramatic reductions in the overall UNDP finances during the first half of the decade, the country and
regional programmes executed by WMO for the UNDP contin ued on a sustained level. However, many developing
countries faced great difficu lties in obtaining the necessary funds (mainly hard currencies) which they needed to
purchase spare parts, expendable supplies, training and new or replacement equipment not available domestically.
This has resulted in deficiencies in the operation and maintenance of the basic WWW system. Similarly meeting the
demands for improved and expanded meteorologit:al and hydrological services to cope with suc h disastrous events as
widespread droughts or devastating storms and floods, to increase agricultural production and to ensure the
development, conservation and wise use of resources, such as water and energy, was far beyond the possibilities of
many developi ng countries.
208.
The most important activities supported within the TCO Programme, and technically, through the scientific
and technical programmes of WMO, are the following:
•

Implementation of key WWW faci lities within the territories of developing countries;

•

Development of services related to disaster prevention and preparedness, by improving facilities and
skills, particularly in countries prone to tropical cyclones;

•

Development of meteorological support to food and fibre production through the development of fac ili ties
and capabilities for the provision of meteorological services applied to agriculture;

•

Developme nt of services related to climatology and drought monitoring in order to provide support to
developing countries with dry marginal areas by improving their capability for the early warning of
drought and for combating desertification;

•

Development of services relating to hydrology and water resources to assist in the improvement of
hydrological ne tworks and services, flood forecasting and warning systems, and in the assessment and
management of water resources in developing countries;

•

Assisting in the development of national Meteorological and Hydrological Services, particularly in
developing countries where these Services are in an initial or early stage of development;

•

Provision of education and train ing to assist in stre ngthening the staffing of the Meteorological and
Hydrological Services in developing countries;

•

Provision of assistance to specialized regional and sub-regional centres through fostering co-operative
arrangements for pooling resources on a regional basis to provide services needed by a group of nations.
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•

Cyclone warning radar in
Sri Lanka (Phoro: G. D.
Frost)

209.
The key thrusts of the Programme, closely linked with the activities listed above, attack the main problems
facing many developing countries. These problems are:
•

Inability to operate and maintain existing WWW equipment because of a lack of spare parts, consumables
and trained personnel;

•

Deficiencies in telecommunications due to inadequate national communications infrastructure, poor or
missing links between the National Meteorological Centres and the PITs, lack of modern terminal
equipment and lack of adherence to standardized operating and monitoring procedures;

•

Pressing need for trained specialists at all levels to plan, direct, organize and carry out the programmes in
meteorology, operational hydrology and related fields;

•

Lack of capability to produce the specialized services needed by potential users within the countries which
results in the inability to demonstrate effectively the usefulness of the services and ultimately in
insufficient recognition on the part o f governmental authorities and the public.
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Figure 35 -
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Figure 36 -

Installation of a hydrological station in the
estuary of River Saloum at Foundiougne
(Senegal) to monitor salinity and wate rlevel (Photo: J . Szkutniczki, AGRHYMET)

.

.

Regional agrometeorological station at Constanza,
Dominican Republic (Photo: V. Torres-Molinero)
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2 10.
These main problems emerge in widely diverse forms and with vary ing gravi ty in the indi vidual developing
cou ntries, depending o n the actual situation . Thus, the ass istance required may be very different, fa lling under one or
more of the fo llowing three categories:
•

Emergency assistance to e nsure the operation and maintenance of essential World Weather Watch
facilities;

•

Assistance for consolidation act1v1t1es including replacement of ageing equipment and improvement
needed for data collection and exchange;

•

Support for improving the level of meteorological services.

2 11 .
During the period of the Second Long-term P lan , therefore, a concerted effort w ill be required to increase the
support avai labl e in o rder to meet more adequately the most pressing needs for ass istance. In order to raise the
necessary funds for e mergency assistance the Plan foresees a solidarity campaig n among WMO Members. Furthermore, the Plan fu lly recognizes that in many developing countries one of the major problems is the lack of adequ ate
internal support from the government. It therefore includes the necessary measures to assist Me mbers in demonstrating
the very substantial practical economic and social be nefits that can be gained through improved me teorological and
hydrological services.

*
*

*

ANNEX

Res. 25 (Cg-X)- SECOND WMO LONG-TERM PLAN

THE CONGRESS ,

NOTING Resolution 34 (Cg-IX) process in the WMO system,

WMO Long-term Plan -

that implemented the long-term planning

CONSIDERING:
(I ) That the challenges facing the world today- such as the rapidly increasing world population requiring
ever-i ncreasing supplies of food, water and e nergy; the devastating effects of tropical cyclones, floods, droughts and
desertification; the potential effects of the changing balance of minor constitue nts of the atmosphere; the threat of
climate changes; and the environmental effects impinging on a variety of human activities- place increasing demands
upon Members to provide more extensive, more effective and more diverse meteorological and hydrological services,

(2) That, because the atmosphere and hydrosphere are global in extent, the services that are needed to enable
nations to meet those challenges require the co-ordinated efforts of Members within a fra mework of strengthened
international co-operation in meteorology and operational hydrology ,
(3) That the introduction of long-term plann ing is enabling WMO to play a more active and effective role in
the international co-ord ination of activities and facilities needed to provide the services that wi ll assist Members to
meet these challe nges ,
ADOPTS , under the provisions of Article 8 (a), (b) and (c) of the WMO Convention, the Second WMO Longterm Plan (hereinafter called " the Plan") for the period 1988- 1997 consisting of:
Part I -

Overall policy and strategy;

Part 11 -

Programme plans:
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

I - The
2 - The
3 - The
4 - The
5 - The
6 - The
7 - The

World
World
WMO
WMO
WMO
WMO
WMO

Weather Watch Programme;
Climate Programme;
Research and Development Programme;
Applications of Meteorology Programme;
Hydrology a nd Water Resources Programme;
Education and Training Programme;
Technical Co-operation Programme;

REQUESTS the Secretary-General to arrange for the publication and distribution to a ll Members and
constituent bodies of WMO - and to other international organizations as appropriate - of Parts I and 11 of the Plan;

STRONGLY URGES Members to take the Plan into account in developing and carry ing out their national
programmes in meteorology and operational hydrology, as well as in their participation in the programmes of the
Organization;
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REQUESTS the Executive Council , the regional assoc iations, the technical commissions and the SecretaryGeneral to adhere to the polic ies and strategies set forth in the Plan and to organize the ir activities to achieve the main
long-term objecti ves as defined in the Plan;
FURTHER REQU ESTS the Executive Council to use the Plan as a benchmark to monitor progress and
performance in the implementation of the scientific and technical programmes of the Organization and to submit a
report to Eleventh Congress.

